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Several Enter Guilty Pleas
In Calloway Circuit Court
Several defendants pleaded
guilty in open court Monday morning. Special Circuit Judge Wood
Tipton presided.
Steve Barrett, 1314 Vine St.,
changed his plea to guilty and was.
sentenced to one year in the state
penitentiary. Barnett admitted to
trafficking in a schedule II nonnarcotic controlled substance.
Other charges against the defen. dant were dropped by the Commonwealth.
Glenda Johnson, Rt. 5, pleaded
guilty to charges arrising from a
seven-count indictment. She admitted guilt to the following
charges: second degree burglary,
four counts of receiving stolen
property, possession of a schedule
II narcotic substance and theft
over $100. She was sentenced to
one year on each count making a
total of seven years to be served
concurrently. Johnson was refer-

red to the probation officer and is charge and one year in county jail
scheduled to return to court on on the theft under $100,charge. It
Jan.8 with his recommendation.
was recommended all sentences
Defendant Timmy Cook, Rt. 2 should run concurrently and the
Hazel, pleaded guilty.to traffick- defendant be incarcerated a total
ing in a schedule 11 narcotic con- •of two years. .
trolled. substance_ -Judge- Tipton
Defendant Paul Powell,. RI. 1.
sentenced Cook to five years in the Henry, Tenn., is charged. with
state penitentiary. He is also receiving stolen. property. His
scheduled to return Jan. 8. to hear case was continued until Feb. 4. j
1982 when he willireturn to circuit
the report of the probation officer.
Bernard Downey, 716 Sycamore court.
The case against Bill Wilson, Rt
St pleaded guilty- toall charges
against hitn. He is charged in a 3, Box-383, Murray, has been-confour-count indictinent with two tinued generally by the court.
counts of second degree burglary,
Today several other defendants
theft by taking numerous demi .are eipected to plead guilty to
and theft under $100. Judge Tipton .chages they face. Also a hearing is
continued his case until Feb. 4, scheduled to`deterrnine whether
1982 when sentence will be handed Connie Warren, north Caloway
down by the court. However, the County, is mentally competent to
Commonwealth recommended stand trial for murder. He faces a
sentencing as follows: Two years capital offense charge. If the court
in prison on each count of seciind determines he is competent .t(c,
degree _burglary, one year in stand trial, it is scheduled to begin
prison on the theft by taking Monday. -

Administration Considering
Sanctions Against Libya

A MAN AND HIS DOG — With Ebony at his side ready to make the retrieve, Charlie McKenney takes
aim at an incoming flight of geese. Goose hunters can look to the north for the remainder of the goose
season which will end Jan.20.

Farmers Discuss Alternatives
Local farmers concerned about
soil and water conservation were
asked to consider three alternatives to the program from the
U. S. Department of Agriculture
during a discussion meeting.Monday.
The alternatives — continuation
of the current program and two
types of redirection of the existing
program — were outlined by Steve
Alcott, district conservationist, and
Albert Wilson, chairman of the
Calloway County Conservation
District.

colder
Partly cloudy, windy and
gold today with highs in the low
to mid 40s. Partly cloudy and
cold tonight with lows in the upper 20s. Mostly sunny on
Wednesday with highs in the
mid 40s.
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The USDA-approved alter- to the USDA by 32 conservation
native called for redirection of the agencies across the country,
program with an emphasis on Alcott said.
critical erosion areas, funding
The other redirection program
through matching the block also calls for an emphasis on
grants to states, more state and critical erosion areas, Alcott said.
local conservation control, fun- However, this program does not
ding consisting of 50 percent mat- call for as much state and local
ching grants and 50 percent conservation control, he added.
allocation, formation of national, Funding is left the same as under
state and local coordinating the existing ptogram — on a firstboards and targeting more USDA come,first-serve basis.
funds to erosion problem areas,
Public responses to these alterAlcott said.
natives are being requested by the
This proposal, along with the federal government until Jan. 15
other two, were recommended when it will begin legislation on a
new conservation program.

Governor To Release
Report To Public Friday
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. will make
his annual report to the public Friday on the second anniversary of
his inauguration.
The report will be released by
the governor and his cabinet in
sessions with legislators and the
media.
Brown has described the
meeting with legislators as a
"programmatic" discupIon of the
agencies rather than 3 detailed
report of the new two-year budget.
The governor will address
legislators separately after they
convene here Jan. 5.
Brown will begin Friday with a
briefing 'at 10 a.m. for news
editors, editorial writers and
radio and television news
managers and executives in the
House chamber of the old state
Capitol.
The day's activities will include
a luncheon for the legislators at
Kentucky Democratic Party
headquarters.
The lighting of, the Christmas
• tree in front of the--; Capitol is
scheduled tor 5 p.m.
Then there is a reception by
Gov. and Mrs. Brown for

legislators, their wives and other
state officials, from 6:30 p.m. to 8
p.m. at the old Capitol.
From 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.,
Brown and cabinet members will
release the annual report at a
news conference, also in the old
House chamber.
At 1 p.m. the governor and his
cabinet will discuss programs
with General Assembly members
in what is expected to be a fourhour session, also at the old
Capitol.

Students
Charged
Three Murray State University
students were charged in connection with the alleged theft of signs
from'Jones Landscaping ,Co., accordtng to Murray police reports.
Freda C. Ray, 18, Hopkinsville,
was charged with critninal
facilitation; Cam C. Swigert, 18,
Bowling Green, with theft by
,unlawful taking under 8100; and
Belinda Morgan, 18, Indiana,
receiving stolen property under
9100, reports said.
_ The signs were recovered.

WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
Reagan administration, concerned about a purported Libyan plot
to kill American government
leaders, is nearing the end of a
policy review that could lead to
sanctions against the Middle East
country.
President Reagan left open the
possibility Monday of taking
punitive action against the regime
of Libyan leader Moammar
Khadafy.
Asked whether a boycott of Libyan oil exports or other economic
steps were being considered,
Reagan said,"There have been no
decisions made."
As to the question of whether the
United States could stand by idly
if a foreign leader were trying to

kill government officiiiTeReagan security precautions may prevent
told reporters, "Well, maybe the first family from attending
you've just- caught- me- before church services on Christmas.
we've had a chance to counsel on However, she added, "I am very
happy to have" the increased prothis."
tection.
Reagan and his National Securi—
Reagan's top _aides have been
ty Council met in a-closed SeS8i4A1
Monday and were believed to have given Secret Service protection as
discussed the alleged Libyan plot a result of the alleged Libyan plot,
and a congressional source who
and possible U.S. reaction.
Reagan flatly rejected - asked not to be identified said
Khadafy's denial of reports he had security— has been increased
around a few key Capitol Hill
sent a terrorist team to the United
Republicans -- "those who are
States to kill Reagan and others.
identified with the presiclosely
"I wouldn't believe a word he
dent and his policies."
says," Reagan told reporters in a
At the State Department,
brief meeting. "We have the
spokesman Dean Fischer .coqevidence and he knows it."
However, the administration firmed the adminiatintion is. con4,
ducting an extensive review of .
was not willing to show any proof.
(Continued On Page 24
Nancy Reagan said increased

Racquetball Doubles Team
Featured In National Magazine
Williams found their way °MO the
pages of the special 1981 yearbook
issue of Racquetball Illustrated, .
They are featured in an article
written by Dr. Joe Baust,an assistant professor in the Department
of Instruction and Learning, titled
"Still Hustling After_ All These
Years.-'' Accompanying
photographs were taken by
university photographer Barry
Johnson.
Wells and Williams, despite
their ages of 75 and 63 respectively, have proven to be a most formidable doubles team in racquetball competition as they have piled up a fantastic record of Victories in taking on all challengers.
Tales are told In the article
whether fact or. fiction -- - of how
the two relish coaxing unsuspecting players into near annihilation
by using their years as a ruse.
However, the ranks of the
unaware have worn thin.
Now, since they have been ex-a
posed as "a cunning pair of
hustlers" in a monthly magazine
with a readership of about 105,000,
'tricryinVPAREIPick-up competition
even more difficult to come by.
Baust, in putting together the
article which he obviously had
great fun writing, interviewed a
number of people who have played
against and observed the two for
some time.
One friend, but competitor, cif
Wells professes to be looking forward eagerly to getting 6Ider so he
can be -as good akAuburn."
. • Wellsjs retired from_the faculty
at Murray State, where he taught
DO BLE TROUBLE — The well-seasoned racquetball team of
political- science for 25 years, and
Auburn Wells (left) and Wayne Williams is featured in the special
Williams is a supervisor of student
1961 yearbook issue of Racquetball MustraLed. The article by Dr. Joe.
titers w110 has deioted-gyears
Baustof the Murray State University faculty recounts how they dis- _ to teaching. •
dain ages(Wells is 75 and Williams 63) that relegate many folks to a
- Baust, who kilned the faculty at
rockin' chair to take on all challengers m racquetball doubles. Baust
'Murray State in 1978. is a racquetmakes it clear, however, that the most remarkable part ot;tbe story
and a
ball enthusiast himself
is not simply that they play all comers ranging from years to eons
convinced Wells-Williams victim
younger, but that they almost always win

By Dwain McIntosh
What happens now that their
cover has been blown in a national
magazine?

That could well be the question
now around the racquetball courts
at Murray State University after
Auburn Wells and Wayne
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Recession Pushing Budget To Record Deficit
By OWEN ULLMANN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
deepening recession is pushing the
federal budget toward a record
$109 billion deficit for 1982 and
even greater red inkin subsequent
years unless there are drastic new
spending cuts, according to a
revised administration forecast.
Administration sources said the
forecast projects a $162 billion
deficit by 1984, climbing interest
rates by next summer and
unemployment persisting at its
current rate of 8.4 percent or
higher for all of 1982.
On the brighter side, it predicts
strong economic growth in excess
of 5 percent a year for 1983 and
1984, and a continued easing of inflation to below 5 percent by 1984.
The sources who revealed
details of the updated forecast did
so on the condition their names not
be used.
The new deficit estimates are
the largest yet projected by the
administration, which came into
office saying it would get the
deficit down to $45 billion in 1982
and balance the budget by 1984.
"It's a mamnamoth problem, a
monstrous problem," one source
•
said Monday.
The new forecast — prepared by
economists at the Office of
Management and Budget,
Treasury Department Ind Council
of Economic Advisers — was
presented to the president last
Friday as he conferred with his
advisers on a new round of budget
cuts for fiscal 1983, which begins
next Oct. 1.

Reagan, who is scheduled to
send Congress his 1983 budget
plan within two months, is expected to propose severe reductions in social programs beyond
those he obtained from Congress
for the current fiscal year.
However, growing resistance to
another round of drastic cuts —
both in Congress and among
Reagan's own Cabinet ;— is raising questions about whether the
president can make much headway in reducing the burgeoning
budget deficits solely through
reductions in non-defense programs.
Reagan plans to spend the next
two weeks listening to his Cabinet
secretaries appeal proposals by
budget director David A.
Stockman to slash spending or
phase out a variety of programs
that include housing subsidies for

the poor, employment and training, urban development grants for
local governments, energy programs and individual assistance
plans known as "entitlements."
Up to now, the president has rejected Stockman's suggestions
that he cut deeper into his record
defense spending plan or seek
significant tax increases to help
offset the record tax cut approved
last summer.
However,the new deficit figures
coupled with growing resistance
among sortie of own Cabinet
secretaries to deeper cuts may
persuade Reagan to reconsider
his opposition to defense cuts and
tax increases,some advisers say.
In other economic news Monday:
— U.S. Steel Corp. moved closer
to defeating Mobil Corp. in the bid
to take over the Marathon Oil Co.

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The
state of Kentucky is holding its
own version of a fire sale, and the
pickings include items as diverse
as a ferryboat, a team of draft
horses and leftover dog licenses.
Bids will be taken on the items
this week and will be offered to the
highest bidder next Monday.
— The Agriculture Department
said it will inttitute a variable inMost of the items at the state
terest rate on Jan. 1 for the com- warehouse are run of the mill.
modity price support loans it pro- But, if you have about $50,000 to
vides the nation's farmers. The spend, you can bid for a ferryboat
rate on loans issued after that the state bought from a ferryboat
time will be the same as the rate operator at Warsaw,Ky. The craft
the Commodity Credit Corp. is became expendable when the
charged by the U.S. Treasury state completed a bridge nearby
each month.
about three years ago and put the
,
operator out of business.
Apparently, state agencies
"don't have any use for a ferryboat," said John Glenn, an
assistant director in the property
PANAMA CITY, Panama (AP) not to be identified, said the hi- demanding the release of the management office.
— Three Venezuelan airliners jackers aboard the two Aeropostal passengers and return of the three
The state hopes to get more than
highjacked in a coordinated DC-9s were negotiating with the planes. He called the air pirates it has been offered so far for two
operation landed in Panama today airport administrator, Capt. "irresponsible" and said they teams of draft horses it no longer
with about 150 hostages after stops Jorge Jurado.
were on the "edge of desperation" needs to pull carts transporting
in Colombia, Honduras and
after the more than 24-hour visitors around the Kentucky
The Venezuelan ambassador to ordeal.
Guatemala, a security official at
Horse Park.
Panama, Cesar Rondon Lovera,
Panama City's airport said.
The best offer in response to
Airport officials said the planes classified advertisements around
The third to land was a Boeing told The Associated Press that the
727 of the Avensa airline that took hijackers were demanding $10 landed without permission. Hon- the state was a disappointingly
off from Guatemala City. Two hi- million and the release of political duran officials said they thought low $3,600, said Ed Brice, the
the hijackers would go to Cuba.
jacked DC-9s landed earlier after prisoners in Venezuela.
park's equine operations
Rondon Lovera denied, there
flying from Tegucigalpa, Honwere political prisoners in his
duras.
The security, official, who asked country, and said Venezuela was

Venezuelan Jets Hijacked

Concert Postponed

Lib ya•••
(Continued From Page 1)
U.S. economic and political relations with Libya with a view
toward dealing with Libya's "terrorist activities."
He said the review was not accelerated as a result of the alleged
Libyan plot, but that it should be
completed in the "near future."
One option under study is a
boycott of Libyan oil imports.
Reagan seemed to reject that option on Oct. 21, saying Libya could
sell its oil elsewhere unless many
countries joined in an embargo.
U.S. oil imports from Libya
have been dropping for some
time. For the first four months of
this year, the United States imported an average of 473,000 barrels daily from Libya. That figure
now has declined to approximately 150,000 barrels a day.

The steelmaker won approval of
its $6.3 billion offer in federal
court in Columbus, Ohio. Mobil is
appealing the decision.
— The nation's leading steel importers urged President Reagan
to stop protecting the American
steel industry against imports.
Marcel Loeb, president of the
American Institute for Imported
Steel Inc. attacked the domestic
industry '
for seeking limits on
European imports.

State Schedules
Sale Of Suplus
To High Bidders

Somebody's knockin' but
nobody's buying tickets.
The change in lyrics could be
appropriate after a concert starring country and western stars Don
Williams and Terri Gibbs scheduled for Wednesday night at the
West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center was postponed.
According to Ray Scelide, booking agent for Gibbs with Jim
Halsey Inc., Tulsa, Okla., the concert was postponed due to a lack of
ticket sales, promotional problems and a recent saturation of
the area.
Scelide said he did not know how
many tickets had been sold. He
added methods to promote the
concert were not effective but
there were no problems with the
promoters.
Recent concerts in Murray by
George Jones and the Oak Ridge
Boys also may have caused

declining sales,Scelide said.
Scheduling the concert on a
week night and close to Christmas
also may have caused the disappointing sales,Scelide said. He added the concert probably will be
rescheduled for a weekend
sometime early next year.
The event would have marked
the first concert where Williams
and Gibbs performed in the same
show.
A member of the Grand Old
Opry, Williams has received
numerous awards in the United
States and in Europe for his songs.
He also has appeared in two Burt
Reynolds movies.
Gibbs received the 1981 top new
female vocalist awards from the
Academy of Country Music Award
and Billboard for her hit single
"Somebody's Knockin'." She also
received the new female vocalist
award from Cashbox-Country
Single Award.

manager.
The horses, which weigh between 1,700 and 2,000 pounds
apiece, are "in the prime of life,"
said Brice. "Why, one of those
teams alone is worth at least
$4,000 to $5,000."
More mundane items up for bids
include 100 pounds of leftover
aluminum dog licenses.
Much of the material on sale at
the warehouse on Holmes Street in
Frankfort is office equipment.
That includes 23 electric
typewriters, about 20 desks,some
adding machines, radio equipment,chairs and bookshelves.
John Morrow, manager of the
warehouse,said the heavy wooden
desks have sold for up to $150. As to whether the electric items
are functional, Morrow said simply, "As is." But he said prospective buyers can hook up the equipment at the warehouse and try it
out.
Glenn said the state sold more
than $2 million worth of surplus
property in the past 11 months,including four or five airplanes
valued at about $1.2 million.
The warehouse is open
weekdays from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Prospective buyers can visit the
warehouse and leave their bids, or
just mail in their bids.

Two-Year Farm Measure
May Be Pursued Foley

WASHINGTON (AP) — House
negotiators are dashing the
Reagan administration's hope of
ending a deadlock over a new
.fairi package,and a senior House
member says efforts to map out a
four-year plan may have to be
scrapped.
"Ultimately, we may have to
look at a two-year bill," Rep.
Thomas Foley, D-Wash., said
Monday, after the House
negotiators rejected a proposed
$11 billion compromise that of-,
ficials said was the administration's last offer.
"There may be no bill. I don't
know," said Foley, a former
House Agriculture Committee
chairman who as Democratic
whip is charged with lining up support for legislation on the House
floor.
An attempt to limit the farm bill
to two years narrowly failed in the
House in October. Many officials
say a farm program must give
farmers some long-range certainty to enable them to plan.
The House members made a
counteroffer, which Agriculture

Secretary John Block immediately labeled "totally unacceptable."
There was little indication it
would be endorsed by the Senate
negotiators.
"I don't sense any mood to compromise on the part of the administration or the Senate —
we've hit a deadlock here," said
Rep. Paul Findley, R-Ill., one of
the few administration supporters
in the House contingent.
The government, through loans,
purchases and direct payments,
supports commodity prices to provide farmers with some income
security. Officials say the stability
provided by the support programs
eliminates the possibility of
severe swings in food supplies and
prices.
"It's a day-by-day situation,"
Foley said. "There are a number
of us who cannot accept a gutted
farm bill."
He accused administration officials of being "unreasonable and
uncompromising partners" in the
lengthy but unsuccessful farm-bill
negotiations. A two-year bill, he
said, could end the deadlock since

most of the disputes involve cost
projections for the third and
fourth years.
The proposed compromise was
ironed out last week by House and
Senate leaders on the joint conference committee and Block. It
would have cost $11 billion over
four years, $400 million more than
the administration has said ,it
wanted to spend.
dut after quick acceptance by
the Republican-dominated Senate
panel, the House panel voted 8-7 to
reject it, standing firmly behind
an $11.3 billion plan put together in
November.Some House members
have said that even that proposal
provides inadequate help for
farmers facing severe financial
problems.
The counteroffer made by the
House was almost identical to the
November proposal, which Block
already has marked for a veto.
"All I can say is it's not over
yet," Block said. Sen. Jesse
Helms, R-N.C., the chief Senate
negotiator, said another bargaining session still could be scheduled.

Blue-Collar Unions Agree
On 8.6 Percent Pay Raise
Once again Kimball, one of the world's leading makers of pianos and organs is
making it easier for you to own a brand new Kimball piano or organ. Right now
through Kimball's special finance plan qualified retail customers will pay only
12.8%• financing charges for all new Kimball pianos and organs.
Kimball pianos are dollar for
dollar the best valLieln the keyboard industry. Exquisite dewarm wood cabinetry all
,
eance the outstanding tones
of Kimball pianos.
The Kimball Warranty Advantage

Choose a Kimball organ with the
exclusive Entertainer feature that
lets you play in just 5 minutes with
two fingers. Each Kimball organ has
an outstanding array of features
with realistic sounds. And there's a
Kimball organ for every budget.
Come in today for a demonstration
of the easy-play Kimball organ.
•Based on annual percentage rate
Financing available up to 36 months
to qualified retail buyers Amount
financed subject to thaiarriUm limit

12.8% FINANCING
ON ALL.NEW KIMBALL PIANOS, AND ORGANS.
LIMITED TIME ONLY.

'
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KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Valley Authority's
28,000 blue-collar workers in seven
states will receive an average pay
and benefits raise of 8.6 percent
next year,agency officials say.
Negotiators for the federal utility and the 15-union Tennessee
Valley Trades and Labor Council
agreed on a new contract Friday,
after a week of private talks.
But TVA spokesman Clark Reid
said contract details .veren't
given to the agency's information
office until Monday, and the
agreement wasn't announced until reporters asked about it Monday evening.
Reid said the one-year package
calls for pay increases averaging
8.1 percent, worth $49.5 million.
With benefits added, the increase
averages 8.6 percent for $71.1
million, he said.
If approved by TVA's three-man

board, the raises take effect in their contract canceled.
January.
The agreement ended three
Don Pullin, TVA's chief months of the most bitter whitenegotiator, said details of the collar negotiations in the agency's
agreement couldn't be released 48-year history.
until the board approves it. The
That contract gave engineers,
board's next meeting is Dec. 17 in
and other professionals raises as
Knoxville.
Pullin said agency and union of- high as 10 percent. But 8,000
ficials will meet next spring to lower-level workers — including
secretaries, clerks, janitors and
work out other contract details.
Trades and Labor Council guards — received raises of only
negotiators have traditionally about 3 percent for each of the
said little about their contract next two years.
talks until an agreement was
TVA officials based the small
_reached.
raises on an agency study of
That's quite a contrast from the selected private businesses in the
five-union Salary Policy region which showed that some of
Employees Panel, which TVA's workers were overpaid.
represents TVA's 17,500 white- Union leaders disputed the validicollar workers.
ty of that survey.
Less than 11
/
2 hours before a
A similar TVA study of private
midnight deadline Sept. 1, white- utility management salaries
collar unions agreed to TVA's showed that TVA's top powerdemands under threat of having system executives were underpaid in comparison with their colleagues.
That study was the basis for
TVA's controversial plan to give
that allowing such meetings by a as many as 75 top executives anreligious *student organization nual bonuses of up to $36,000 each
called CoMerstone would violate if they would agree to stay with
the First Amendment's mandate TVA for three years.
of separation of church and state.
TVA directors said the bonuses
But the students arglied that the were needed to stop highly skilled
school's ban infringed on another managers from leaving for betterportion of the First Amendment: paying jobs in private industry.
that guaranteeing freedom of
religious expression.
In writing for the court, Justice
Lewis F.Powell said the students'
The Murray Ledger & Times
rights must win out.
(USPS31111400)

Universities Cannot Ban Worship
WASHINGTON (AP) — Staterun universities cannot ban student groups from using campus
facilities for religious worship and
study,the Supreme Court ruled today.
By an 8-1 vote, the justices
struck down a University of
Missouri at Kansas City policy
barring the use of a student center
for such religious meetings.
University officials had argued

Fire Destroys Tobacco Warehouse
110PICINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — flying sparks might ignite the
Fire of undetermined origin swept homes. One house several blocks
through the Planters TobaccO away did catch fire.
Warehouse and forced the evacuaAssistant Fire-Chief Jessie Lantion of 12 families living near the caster said there was a possibility
area.
that arson might be involved, exThe blaze broke out Monday and plaining that firemen told him
destroyed 250,000 pounds of that they found a warehouse door
burley.
open when they reached the scene.
Fire officials ordered the
There was no estimate of
evacuation because they feared damage.

The Murray ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Suridityl, Jury4, Christmas Day, New Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray
Newspapers Inc., 106 N.40, Murray,Ky.
42071 Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RAM.• In arose
served by carriers, $3.311 per inanUt,
payablein advance. fly mall in Calloway
County and to Benton, Hardin, MayfleIC
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Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., WM per
year By mail to other destinations $31.14
per year
To resell all departments of
pepspager phone 7$6-15M.
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Brown's stance
at variance
By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT — Kentuckians got some encouraging news from Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. in his
speech to lawmakers at the pre-legislative conference at Kentucky Dam Village.
The governor issued an invitation to the
lawmakers to make problem solving during the
legislative session a team effort by pledging his
cooperation and offered further assurance when he
said he is not "seeking any power," which may be
interpreted by the legislators to make their office
more of an independent branch of government.
The governor's stance is somewhat at variance
with that he assumed in the opinion of legislators
during his first session in 1980. Then he said the
legislators could be independent and he let them
" elect their own leadership as he did this time.
" The variance comes in the interpretation of the
legislators who assumed last session that the governor was not going to take responsibility for the
• legislation and let the lawmakers take all of the
credit or blame since the governor didn't try to
'steer all legislation as many of his predecessors
had.
The governor this time is pledging to the
legislators that he will assume hi.; share of the
responsibility and that problem solving will be a
cooperative affair, while at the same time pledging
that he will not attempt to dominate the session or
to seek more power for the governor's office.
In effect, the governor's message can be interpreted as telling the lawmakers that they should
assume more independence and responsibility
along the course they have pursued since 1968 when
the interim committee sxstem was established.
Rep. David Thomason,V-Henderson,is pre-filing
a bill that would require legislative interimcommittee approval on any governmental
reorganization plan the governor proposes. This apparently pertains to any plan offered when the
legislature is not in session.
Under the present system the governor may
reorganize any branch of state government by executive order and wait for the next session of the
legislature for approval or rejection. The problem
is the reorganization can be in effect a year and a
half before it could come before the legislature and
by that time the damage has been done.
This is a much-needed move toward equalization
of power between the legislative and the executive
• branches of state government. However, there are
• other areas crying out for more legislative authority.
For example, the legislature needs some control
over spending between legislative sessions. The
legislature should have some control over capital
'construction spending, project by project, not just
approving a lump sum and leaving it to the governor's discretion, regardless who is in office. This is
not to be taken as being aimed at Gov. Brown, but
all past and future occupants of this office. The
governor probably would sign such a bill if the
powers are balanced since he cannot succeed
himself.
Another area in which this would prove valuable
would be in highway money and construction.
The legislature has an opportunity. The public
will watch to see if it is used.

by m. c. garrott

garrotes galley

40 years ago today, an angry America
listened as war was declared on Japan
Roosevelt, one of the most forceful
Forty yerars ago today, Americans
ers in our nation's history and
speak
everywhere — angry, hurt and
rich, magnetic voice which
that
in
their
frightened — huddled about
e so familiar to millions of
becom
had
.
radios
through his frequent
cans
Ameri
Franklin D. Roosevelt, the 32nd
ide chats" from the
"fires
radio
was
,
States
United
the
of
President
.
spoke for only a few
House
White
about to address an unprecedented
s.
minute
and
e
Senat
U.S.
the
of
joint meeting
But what he said is indelibly etched
the House of Representatives.
in
world history. Here is what hesaid
the
in
those
Although many of
we listened, hanging on every
as
chamber were bitter political foes of
word:
d
entere
just
was
Mr. Roosevelt, who
"Mr. Vice-President, Mr. Speaker,
into his third term, they cheered
his
made
and
members of the Senate and the House
wildly as he -entered
um.
Representatives:
rostr
of
the
to
way
"Yesterday, Dec. 7, 1941 — a date
He had come to Capitol Hill to ask
which will live in infamy — the
the Congress to de..i.are war against
United States of America .was sudthe Empire of Japan, which the day
denly and deliberately attacked by
before had deliberately and
naval and air forces of the Empire of
devastatingly attacked the U.S. Navy
the
in
i
in
Hawai
Japan.
base at Pearl Harbor
hours.
ng
morni
early
. "The United States was at peace
Many American lives had been
with that nation,'and, at.the solicitalost.
tion of Japan, was still in conversaOther U.S. bases on the islands of
tion with its government and its
Guam and Wake, in the Phillippines
Emperor looking toward the
and elsewhere in the Pacific area
maintenance of peace in the Pacific.
were under attack by the Japanese
"Indeed, one hour after Japanese
as the President prepared to speak.
squadrons had commenced bomair
With Vice-President Henry A.
in the American island of Oahu,
bing
Wallace, who presided over the
the Japanese ambassador to the
Senate, at his side, Sam Rayburn of
United States and his colleague
Texas was Speaker of the House, and
delivered to our Secretary of State a
those who were glued to their radios
l reply to a recent American
forma
that day heard him band down his
message.
gavel.
"And, while this reply stated that it
and
to
order
bodies
Calling the two
without hesitation, he announced, seemed useless to continue the existing diplomatic negotiations, it con"Ladies and Gentlemen, the President of the United States." Mr. tained no threat or hint of war or of

armed attack.

•
• • •

It will be recorded that the
distance of Hawaii from Japan
makes it obvious that the attack was

deliberately planned many days or
even weeks ago. During the intervening time, the Japanese government
has deliberately sought to deceive
the United States by false statements
and expressions of hope for continued
peace.
"The attack yesterday on the
Hawaiian Islands has caused severe
damage to American naval and
military forces. I regret to tell you
that very many American lives have
been lost.
"In addition, American ships have
been reported torpedoed on the high
seas between San Francisco and
Honolulu.
"Yesterday, the Japanese government also Iaunced an attack against
Malaya.
"Last night, Japanese forces attacked Hong Kong.
"Last night, Japanese forced attacked Guam.
"Last night, Japanese forces attacked the Philippine Islands.
"Last night, the Japenese attacked
Wake Island.
"And this morning, the Japanese
attacked Midway Island.
• • •
ore undertaken a
theref
"Japan has
surprise offensive extending
throughout the Pacific area. The
facts of yesterday and today speak

for themselves The people of the
United States have already formed
their opinions and well understand
the implications to the very life and
safety of our nation.
"As Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy, I have directed that all
measures be taken for our defense,
that always will our whole nation
remember the character of the
onslaught against us.
"No matter how long it may take
us to overcome this premeditated invasion, the American people, in their
righeous might, will win through to
absolute victory.
"I believe that I interpret the will
of the Congress and of the people
when I assert that we will not only de• fend ourselves to the uttermost but
will make it very certain that this
form of treachery shall never again

endanger us.

• • •
There is no blinkexist.
"Hostilities
ing at the fact that our people, our
territory and our interests are in
grave danger.
"With confidence in our armed
forces, with the unbounding determination of our people, we will gain
the inevitable triumph. So help us
God.
"I ask that the Congress declare
that since the unprovoked and
dastardly attack by Japan on Sunday, Dec.7, 1941, a state of war has
existed between the' United Stats
and the Japanese Empire."
That was 40 years ago today
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Looking back
Ten years ago
Murray Woman's Club presented a
check for $200 to Barry Polston, Murray Recreational Director,to provide
for program expansion. Making the
presentation for the club were Sina
Richardson and Barbara Brown.
Waylon Rayburn of Murray had
retired as executive vice president of
Woodmen of World,Omaha,Neb.
Twenty years ago
Harvey Ellis, assistant vice president of Peoples Bank, had been appointed to serve on the agriculture
committee of Kentucky Bankers
Association.
The Rev. Walter Mischke, Sr.,
pastor of First Methodist Church,
spoke about his recent trip to Near
East at a meeting of Murray Rotary
Club at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Thirty years ago
The Winslow Engineering Corporation had executed a lease with A. F.
Doran for a building on East
Highway which was reconditioned to
meet their needs, according to a
release from the local ,Chamber of
Commerce.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Story
presented a program at .a Dads' -Night meeting of Hazel High School
Parent-Teacher Association.
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by john cunniff

business mirror

Nation's big lob push failing
years it remained below 5. But
since then it has been below 5 in
only 1970 and 1973.
In the deep recession of 1975 the
jobless rate for the year rose to 8.5
percent before dropping steadily
to a low of 5,.8 percent in 1979. Last
year it reached 7.1. This
November it reached 8.4, wih
more than 9 millinn Americans officially counted as being without

NEW YORK (AP) — The growing unemployment problem,
which could become the worst
since the Great Depression of the
1930s, follows three decades of national commitment to more jobs
and greater job security.
That commitment was a legacy
of the disastrous times just before
World War II, when joblessness
peaked at nearly 25 percent of the
civilian labor force. The nation
proclaimed it should never happen again.
Jobs were made: by a government that grew huge, by a
resurgent private sector, by efforts of dedicated unions. It was a
massive push to make more work,
and to improve wages, benefits,
and working conditions.
It seemed to be the answer,for a
time anyway. From 1947 through
1969 the jobless Fate never exceed-ed 6.8 percent (in 1958); in 13

jobs.
Moreover, the rate is likely to
continue rising; private sector
and government forecasters alike
say monthly rates as high as 9 percent are probable next year.
Three straight monthly declines in
new orders at factories, the latest
one (October ) especially sharp,
foretell more weakness in jobs
and underscore the general
economic deterioration.
Another factor,- not quantified
as, easily as the unemployment

rate, also tints the picture darker.
Pressured by recession-inflation,
businesses everywhere are reevaluating their white collar.
needs,seeking to pare off layers of
office help. And it has become
common in labor-management
talks this year for management to
seek a return of wage and other
benefits labor had won in earlier
negotiations.
Viewing this picture, it would be
easy to conclude that after 30
years or so the nation's big job
push has failed. But such a judgment might be hasty. Consider,
for example, that since 1939, when
17 percent of workers couldn't find
jobs, the total civilian labor force
has almost doubled, from about 55
million ii .1939 to more than 106
million.
What has.hfppened — or is happening - to the general economy,
and thus to jobs, is the subject of
great debate. NO one theory is

Today in history
Today is Tuesday, Dec.8, the 342nd
day- of 1981— There are 23 days
remaining in the year.
On Dec. 8, 1941, the United States

,
and Britain declared .war on Japan
on
attack
ese
Japan
the
after
one day
Pearl Harbor. .
On this date:
In 1925, Adolf Hitler's book, "Mein
Kampf," was published in Germany.
ry
- In 1956, a general strike in Hungas.
arrest
mass
and
law
l
led to martia
In 1966, the United States and

Soviet Union agreed on a treaty to
ban nuclear Weapons in outer space.
And in 1975, the Ilnilcd •States
vetoed a U.N. Security Council
resolution condemning Israel for its air raids on Palestinian targets in
Lebanon.
Ten'years ago: India claimed its
troops had•routed the Pakistanis in a
drive toward East Pakistan's capital
of Dacca.
Five years ago. Kurt W'aldheim
11,1 tcrrn as
wa!LinStalled Op hiss

likely to explain the story, but
common elements are found in
various arguments.
That, for example, jobs and
wages were set without due
regard for their relationship with
productivity. Productivity gains
have almost ceased in many industries. Management often
blames employment costs_
Management itself is increasingly suspect. Among the accusations: It failed- to invest in
research and development; it
avoided risk, and thus forewent
the rewards.
Whatever the argument, the
productivity factor plays a role
As. it fell, the unit costs of goods
rs
rosé. More capital and worke
were required to deliver the same
quantity of goods and services
Result: inflation, which made
goods unaffordable and then Ion-- ed cutbacks, ..

Thoughts
in season

U.N. Sectetary-General.
.
(inc year ago: Former Beatle John
•
By KEN WOLF
_
Lennon was shot to aeath outsidelok10,.
been said that hatred is the
It
has
apartment building in New York
opposite of love. it has also been said
City.
that hatred is the tribute we pay to
Today's birthdays: Entertainer those we fear. George Bernard Shaw.
Sammy Davis Junior is 56 years old
that master of the telling 'phrase,
Actor Maximilhan Schell is 51. And
may have put it best when he said
rock star Greg Allman is 34.
"hatred is the coward's revenge
that
Thought For Today: Every man's for being intimidated "
memory is his private literature. —
Don't you just hate people who
Aldous Huxley, English novelist
say things like that
•
(1894-19631.
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off the bed by her husband and broke her collarbone.
There is a big difference between &child's feat ofdarkness
and an adult's respect for the fact that people don't have

Staples-Hurley
Wedding Planned

cat's eyes.
We have a small night-light in every room and hallway of
our home. It's good insurance against accidents.
MRS. G.M.

Roy F. and Genella
Rose Staples of Rt. 1,
Benton, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their only daughter, Rose
Ann,to Jay D.Hurley,only son of Jack D. and
Tracy Dowdy Hurley, 103
Morningaide Drive, Benton.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of the late
William Roscoe and Minnie Opal Ross Staples of
Hardin, and of the late
Marion C. and Sinunie
Segal Gamble Rose of
Benton. She is a 1975
graduate of Marshall
County High School and is
employed at Wal-Mart
Discount City,Benton.
Hurley is the grandson
of Russell and Katherine
Zeiss Dowdy,809 Bagwell
Boulevard, Murray, of
Harry D. and Sarah Boaz
Hurley, 908 Olive Street,
Benton, and the late

DEAR MRS. M.: Thanks for an illuminating suggestion. A reader from Ormond Beach,Fla.,offers yet
another theory on the fear of darkness:

By Abigaii Van Buren

Date's Parking Problem
Drives Woman Crazy

DEAR ABBY: Tell "Sleepy-Time Gal" her hubby is
probably not afraid of the dark. He just wants the bathroom
light on to know where it is because he can't remember
whose bedroom he is in. If he is 6 feet, very sweet and enjoys
cuddling, he has probably been in quite a few.
A.M. MOORE
•••

DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend recently bought a new car.
It's really beautiful and he keeps it in perfect condition. The
problem is that he is afraid to park it anywhere for fear it DEAR ABBY: For the last few years, our family has met
at each other's homes for holiday dinners, and we all bring
will be stolen.
When we go out together, he drives my car if we have to something for the dinner.
When there are leftovers, should they remain at the home
park it somewhere. When we use his car, I have to sit in
it
while he does his errands. Abby, this doesn't make any of the hostess? Or does the person who brought whatever is
left over get to take it home?
sense to. nie. Why have a nice car if you can't
take it Thanksgiving, Cousin Joe brought two bottles of vodka.
an yw here? No neighborhood is safe.
Cars are stolen in The crowd drank only one and a half, so Joe grabbed
the
broad daylight — even out of parking lots! He said that
his place of work three of his co-workers have had their at half-bottle and took it home with him. Was that proper?
cars Cousin Marge brought a turkey. She kept remarking on
stolen in the last two weeks!
What is a person supposed to do nowadays when nothing how "cheated" she felt because she wouldn't have any
is safe from thieves? Don't suggest any burglar alarms — leftovers. (There was a little turkey and dressing left over.)
a Should the hostess have picked up the hint and told Marge
real pro knows how to deactivate most of them.
she could take home the leftovers?
FED UP Please answer in the column. There must be others who
DEAR FED: Has your boyfriend considered getting have family dinners and want to know what to do about
a Doberman pinscher or a German shepherd? The leftovers.
FAMILY DINNER
dog need not be vicious. All it has to do is sit in the
car.
• I •

DEAR ABBY: In response to "Sleepy-Time Gal," who
discovered on her honeymoon that her 27-year-old, 6-foot
husband was afraid of the dark, I learned the hard way to
have a healthy fear of the dark.
My mother-in-law, visiting my home, fell down the stairs
and broke her leg while trying to find the bathroom in the
dark. My hest friend stubbed her big toe on a chair leg and
- broke it (her big toe) on the same errand in her own home in
the dark. My neighbor caught her foot in the blanket kicked

Rose Ann Staples
to wed Jay B. Hurley

DEAR FAMILY: Leftovers should be left with the
host and/or hostess. If they want to share them with
the guests, it's their option. I think it's tacky to take
home an open bottle of liquor or wine.

Community Events

Tuesday,Dec.8
"Old Fashioned
Getting married? Whether you want a formal Christmas Open House"
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing" for members of Garden
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a Department of Murray
long, self-addressed, stamped (37 cents) envelope to: Woman's
Club will be
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd.,
from 6 to 8 p:m. at home
Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
of Janet Wallis.
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1981
Groups of Christian
What kind of day will tomor- tant affairs bring joy.
vestigation behind the scenes. You'll find the
Women's
Fellowship of
solution
row be? To find out what the CANCER
to a
Enjoy
events with a.domestic problem by
First Christian Church
stars say, read the forecast (June 21 to July 22) alle) child orcultural
day's
romantic companion. end. Later, you'll attract"will meet as
given for your birth Sign.
follows: I
Complete assignments SCORPIO
romanee. Accept invitations with Helen Bennett at 2
before joining friends in their (Oct.23 to Nov.21) •ni
•te_ etc, and
enjoy good times.
p.m. and III with Judy
activities. Don't let yourself Don't let money cause strain mscEs
ARIES
Eldredge at 7:30 p.m.
be distracted. Get sufficient between close ties, but do ac!Mar.21 to Apr. 19) gr41
'
cept a party invitation. You'll (Feb. 19to Mar.20) XC
4 rest.
You could receive some LEO
enjoy buying something There'll be some problems Woodmen of World
in communication now, but
faulty advice about a financial (July 23 to Aug.22)
decorative for the home.
you'll enhance rapport with a Family Night will be at
matter. Initiative brings new It's not the time for vague SAGITTARIUS
close
tie. Home life too proves 6:30 p.m. at WOW Hall.
employment opportunities or promises. Action brings (Nov.22 to Dec. 21) )eg
satisfying.
developments.
results, especially in career. Work progress is assured
BORN TODAY are Murray Star Chapter
TAURUS
matters. Social life blooms now, but an insistent friend YOU
•
( Apr.20 to May 20) tieti;7 after dark.
5' universal principles No. 433 Order of the
could prove distracting. g
Morning brings extra work VIRGO
Though romance is favored, a and would succeed in public Eastern Star will ineet
responsibilities, but the late (Aug.23 toSept. 22) OPUA. close tie wants more freedom. service. An interest in the at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
world around you qualifies Hall.
afternoon favors romance and Travel is favored, as long as CAPRICORN .
you for a career in politics or
good times. Seek ways to in- you keep expenses down. Late (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
crease income.
evening favors mixing Take the initiative in solving social work. Often your em- Alcoholics
GEMINI
business with pleasure. Good romantic problems. Evening pathy reveals itself in creative Anonymous will meet at
pursuits. Avoid a tendency to
May 21 to June 20)
will aids career.
hours may bring a career 99- scatter
your energies. With 8 p.m. at west end of
Relationships seem com- LIBRA
portwiity through the in- self-discip
line, you'll succeed Livestock and Exposiplicated now, but reading (Sept. 23 to Oct.22)41--nEe fluence of a friend.
in architecture, law, tion Center.
between the lines could lead to Money talks prove in- AQUARIUS
publishing, psychology and
the wrong conclusions. Dis- clinclusive. Pursue further in- (Jan.20 to Feb. 10)
Murray TOPS (take
the entertainment world.
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
•

*
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Thursday,Dec.10
Zeta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a Christmas
party at 7 p.m. at lub
house.

WOOLENS

VELVET

Regata's
Jr. Coordinated Sportswear

Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. in
classroom at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

Goshen United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. in the home of Glenda Wilson for their annual
Christmas meeting.

A review of two of the
educational projects of
the P.E.O. Sisterhood
was given for Chapter M
at the Nov. 21 meeting in
the home of Mrs.
Lawrence Philpot. Mrs.
N. T. Beal was the
assisting hostess.
The oldest challenge of
P. E. 0. members was
the Educational Loan
Fund, begun in 1907 with
a fund of $2,000. Mrs.
Paul Sturm reviewed the
history of the revolving
fund, now amounting to
more than $4 million.
Loans at four percent
have helped to educate
more than 22,000 young
women. Applications can
be made through local
sponsoring chapters.

ristmas

LUSTROUS RAYON

Fragrances By
Cermaine Monteil
Estee Lauder
Charles of The Ritz
Ultima II/Charles Revson
Ralph Lauren

Overeaters Anonymous
will meet at 12:30 p.m. in
classroom at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

Survival Kit committee
meeting of MurrayCalloway County
Ministerial Association
will meet at 8:30 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall, First
Baptist Church.

Sisterhood
Projects
Discussed

Returning Students
Murray Chapter No. 92
United will meet at 7:45 Royal
Masons will
a.m. in Ordway Hall, meet atArch
A second project, the
7:30 p.m. at lodge
International Peace
Murray State University. hall.
Scholarship Fund, gives
outright grants to foreign
Wednesday,Dec.9
Monthly birthday party
Lydian Sunday School women who come to
for senior citizens will be Class of First Baptist universities and colleges
Murray Branch of at 11 a.m. at Douglas Church will meet at 6 in the TJnited State!) and
American Association Center.
p.m. in Fellowship Hall of Canada for graduate
of University Women
study. A report on this
church.
fund was presented by
Mrs. Olga Freeman
liptipOritlfa closed her message who
with
je - .`1.12,,.#A.414.14%,11;47
Nii'stet:It:Of"
jt
greetings from a recent
'
sale
Cater
r
scholar at the University
p..• Ihry 641NNEEDLEWOMANFads
of Kentucky who had just
Arcadia
Wyk
returned to her home in
14 Ilin.-Ises Sit
94 Reg Burs -Fri.
Australia.
Envies
15 So.
kc. 12
Approximately 100
grants are issued each
year and IPS scholars are
now attending approximately 40 schools in
America. Information is
available to foreign
women scholars through
any local Chapter of the
Sisterhood.
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Hortin, William S. Major,
Henry McKenzie, Hugh
COOIDINATINi TARTANS,
L. Oakley, John C.
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ewelry

will meet at 7:15 p.m. at
home of Sue Parsons
with Betty Boston to
speak about "Money
Talks."
Wednesday,Dec.9
Homemakers Clubs
will meet as follows: Pottertown at Holiday Inn at
10 a.m.; New Concord at
Sirloin Stockade at 11
a.m.; Harris Grove at
10:45 a.m. at home of
Lena Jones to go. to
Kenlake Hotel for lunch.

Wednesday,Dec.9
Free blood pressure
check will be from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. for senior
citizens at Hazel Community Center.

Margaret E. Canada
Hurley, Benton. he is a
great grandson of Mary
E. Methany Zeiss of
Paducah.
A 1979 graduate of Marshall County High School,
he is serving as a third
class petty officer with
the United States Navy.
The wedding will take
place Saturday, Jan. 2, at
7 p.m. at New Zion Missionary Baptist Church.
A reception will follow
the ceremony In the
church activities
building.
No formal invitations
will be sent. All friends
and relatives are invited
to attend the wedding and
reception.
A household shower for
the couple will be Friday,
Dec. 18, at 7 p.m. at Benton Community Building
and all friends and
relatives of the couple are
invited to attend.
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Library Volunteers Meet

HEALTH

DEAR DR. LAMB -About two years ago I developed a buzzing sound in my
right ear, which was more
noticeable when I went to
bed.
It sounds very much like
an old-fashioned steam locomotive, with a constant
throbbing. In fact, so much I
wake up in the middle of the
night, perhaps two or three
times.
I've been to four different
doctors for different tests
and scam. However, when
all these tests were completed the doctor said they could
find nothing wrong. Recently I had these tests done
again on our family doctor's
advice with the same
results.
Could there be some kind
of blood pressure build-up to
cause this odd noise? Perhaps my age would help you
to determine the cause. I am
72 years old.
DEAR READER — Your
complaint is common, particularly in older patients. It
is called tinnitus and it may
be mild without really
bothering a person or it can
drive -a person up the wall.
The causes are varied, from
a simple problem of having
an ear plugged with wax to
even a brain tumor.
In many cases the cause is
not found. But you should
not assume there ir no cause
until you have had a good

examination. That includes
testing by a qualified audiologist using modern hearing
tests. These are more sophisticated than just testing your
hearing ability. And be may
be able to fit you with a tinnitus masker — a device
designed to mask the sound
and make you more
comfortable. These do not
work for everyone.
The tinnitus masker is discussed in more detail in The
Health Letter number 12-10,
Help for Tinnitus — Noise or
Ringing in the Ear, which I
am sending you. Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it to me.in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
In some instances the
noise develops with a hearing loss. If the hearing
defect can be improved the
noise may disappear. Careful adjustment or selection
of a hearing aid
le evaluating the no
may help
some patients.
I would e
yip.`• to
have some hearing loss at
your age. If you don't you
are unusual. It may not
bother your ability to hear
normal conversation but
testing will reveal its presence. Some correction of this
may be useful.
Finally, you can use a

Gerry Reed, reference mg with Genella Nesbitt and Hobble Uddberg had
librarian: :directed the in the coupon clipping read the juvenile fiction
third luncheon of Public service, gave hints on shelves
Other reports were by
Library's Volunteer stretching the budget and
radio or night stand sound
Organization Nov. 16 at demonstrated how to Helga Keller, processing
maker to mask the sound at
Calloway County Public save money on groceries and typing cards for new
night so you can sleep, as
Library. A luncheon in- and other items through books, Mug Rigsby, typdiscussed in The Health Letcluded favorite recipes of the use of coupons. She ing reference catalog
ter I am sending you.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
those attending.
showed one of the three cards and checking inwould like to know if a perSeveral styles of coat coupon collection stands dexes; Dolly_ Crawford
son could get any disease
uniforms were shown by provided by Genella and Janis Boyd, repairworking in an attic where
Jane Stubblefield of the Nesbitt. One of these is at ing four dozen books
pigeons have left a lot of
droppings. My husband
Speciality Shop, introduc- the Library and the each; Dorothy Norris and
works in such a building and
ed by Ann Wood. A coral, others are at Douglas and Elsie Parker, aiding
he tells me it's a safe place.
hip-length jacket was the Ellis Senior Citizen Lynn Hewitt with
DEAR READER — It is
for the volunteers Centers. The public was children's programs; Kitchoice
not entirely safe. The biggest danger is probably
to wear while on duty.
urged by Brown to ex- ty Steele, keeping the
histoplasmosis. This is really
Claire Resig reported change unwanted Kentucky section
a fungus disease. The spores
on conversational coupons for the ones they organized; Mildred
are in bird droppings and
Spanish classes that meet can use at the coupon Ragsdale,telephoning for
may also be found in caves.
the volunteer group.
at the library each Tues- stand the library.
The fungi are in dust and
The next volunteers'
particles from droppings.
day and Thursday. Resig
Librarian Margaret
They are inhaled and set up
is assisted by Soledad Trevathan discussed meeting will be with the
a respiratory infection. UsuRust, Debbie Burgess, displaying local crafts library staff and the conally the infection is limited
Mike Toth, David and collections. Virginia versational Spanish
and the person recovers but
Earnest, Marla Bailey, Crihfield, assisted by group for a potluck dinthere may be residual scars
Julie Carol Stout
and calcifications in the
Abigail Farfan, Carlos Velva. Maupin, library ner Tuesday. Dec. 15, at fi
lungs. The acute illness may.
Peralta, Ileana Marua, staff member is schedul- p.m. The menus will be in
to teed James I. Tutt, Jr.
resemble a cold or brow
Kelly Overbey and Mimi ing these displays. The Spanish and spouses will
chilis.
About 25tper- December exhibit is of be included. Spanish
Garastazu.
It can be more serious
when the &wags. spreads to
sons, all ages, attended doll houses and an anti- entertainment will follow
involve other organs. And it
the meal and Spanish
the class which will be que doll collection.
can be confused with tubercompleted Dec. 17. ConDiane Johnson, library tutors will be seated at
culosis.
versational Spanish may technical processor, said each table to teach the
People working around
be offered again in the tnn Wood had read all guests the Spanish
chicktn houses or bird roosts
should wear a moistened
spring.
the adult fictimi shelves vocabulary used in dinIiir-CaLl M.
Dr. and-NTutt, a 1977 graduate of
mask or device to filter out
_Frances
workBrown,
placed them in order, ing.
and
Jr., of Frankfort Franklin County High
fungi spores that may be in Stout,
engagethe
the air. In outdoor work, announce
School, also will graduate
wetting down the area to ment and forthcoming this month from the
avoid dust in the area before marriage of their University of Kentucky
working is a good idea.
daughter, Julie Carol, to with a Bachelor of
Wrather, landscape notes of Baptist Women of Elm
James A. Tutt, Jr., son of Science degree in
by Fran Gardner, and Grove Church. She was
Mr. and Mrs. James A. economics. He will be.
Elizabeth assisted by Mildred Cook,
Tutt, also of Frankfort.
employed at Liberty NaFrankie Adams sewing tips by
The bride-elect, grand- tional Bank, Louisville.
F;lecta Fulkerson,,Jimmy
presented a lesson on Parks.
Members worked on Lee Carmichael and Bobformer Sheila Polly, and daughter of Mrs. Gingles
"Crime Prevention" at a
The wedding will be November meeting of crafts for Christmas. bie Burkeen. •
they have three children, Wallis of Murray, is a
Franklin
of
graduate
Jan. 16, at 2:30 Har .ris Grove Hostesses were Lena
Saturday,
1979
Eric, 12, Heather, 9, and
The women served a
County High School and p.m. in the First Baptist Homemakers Club at Jones and Julie Janecek.
Adam,5.
luncheon for Bappotluck
were
visitors
month
Three
this
An
graduate
Church, Frankfort.
He will be officially in- will
Ellis Community Center:
Student
Center on
tist
and
Key
Jessie
Cloar,
Lexington
be
will
wedding
open
from
stalled as the club's presiShe was assisted by Jean
20.
Nov.
latthe
Rachoy,
Dorotha
observed.
dent at the board's first Technical Institute.
Cloar, county extension
new
meeting of the new year
agent in home economics. ter two becoming
Also present were
members.
Monday, Jan. 4, at 7:30
Devotional thoughts
Mable Blalock, Zella
p.m.
%S 0.1111•11 1111'0
were given by Hattie Lee
Futrell, Lavine Carter,
Other members of the
Galloway, group singing
Juanita Lee directed Opal Hale, letha Cossey
board include Jim
was led by Clyde the program at a meeting and•MildredGeurin.
Williams, Mrs. Clyde
(Marilyn) Atkins, Gary
Haverstock, Tom EmerACES R IRAC..ORNJR
,
son, Al Lindsey and
The Distributive
Cunningham is a senior
Henry Fulton.
of
Clubs
Education
and Guthrie is a junior.
America Club of the
Marketing and
'As knowledge increases. it was merely a matter of
West 'Suitt'
an overtrick very imporI NT
I*
wonder deepens
Distributive Class of
i
tant at tournament play,
Charles Morgan
Rt. 1, Kirksey, and Mr.
p
Instead of touching
and Mrs. Plomer 0.
trumps Bethe exited with
Futrell, Murray., Great()wrong lead Spade 10
Even Houdin' didn't know his third spade and the
grandparents are Mr.
how to make a "natural- defense was cooked East
and Mrs. Dale Tucker,
trump disappear However, won and whether he (Uri t lose his trump trick
some bridge players do returned a trump or a he was merely forced to
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Virgil
Known as the "Devil's spade. nothing could pre- play it on one of W es1 win
Garland, Murray, and S.
Coup,- Henry Bethe of New vent declarer from scoring nmg diamonds
I. Futrell, Murray.

StoUt Tutt
Wedding Planned

datebook

Grogan Elected President
Jerry Grogan, 1513
Chaucer, has been
elected president of the
Murray Country Club for
the 1982 calendar year.
A salesman with an industrial chemical firm,
he will replace Dr. Bill
Wilson, a local physician,
in the office Jan.1.
Other 1982 officers
elected at a meeting of
the club's directors Sunday, Dec. 6, just prior to
the club's annual Holiday
Open House were:
Mike Baker, 1509

Canterbury Drive, vicepresident, and Mrs.
Richard (Annie) Knight.
2102 Edinborough, who
was re-elected to a second term as secretary.
The treasurer is J. H.
Shackelford, 1313 Olive
Blvd.
Grogan, 37, has been a
member of the club for
the past seven years and
a member of the board of
directors for the past two,
serving during 1981 as
vice-president.
He is married to the

•ECA Classes
Have Contests

THE

Tucker Birth Announced
21 inches, born Saturday,
Oct. 31, at Western BapMr. and Mrs. Randy tist Hospital,Paducah.
Tucker, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
The father is a farmer.
announce the birth of a The mother is the former
son, Shawn Travis, Irene Futrell.
weighing eight pounds
Grandparents are Mr.
eight ounces, measuring and Mrs. John L. Tucker,
TUCKER BOY

JEWELERS

DYNAMITES

High Diamond Prices!
Blazing Diamond Clusters

Shay Guthrie
DECA King •
the king and queen, along
with a DECA Float, apDeana Cunningham
peared in the Rotary
DECA Queen
Christmas Parade Dec. 5.
Murray Vocational
Other contestants from
School recently con- the senior class were
ducted a DECA King and Kevin Fielder, Kristy
Queen Contest .with Clark4Keith Mugkgrove
Deana Cunningham, and Teresa Bridges.
daughter of Danny and
Other contestants from
Judy Cunningham, the junior class were
elected as queen and Rhonda Cook, Tammy
Shay Guthrie, son of Chadwick, Danita
Tommy and Linda McLeod and Nicky
Guthrie as king.
McKinney.

York City performed the three more trump tricks,
trick at the Summer Nation- while the natural defensive
al Championships held in trump winner slipped away\
What really happened to South holds
Boston_
West's spade 10 was cov- the "unavoidable' trump
ered by the jack and queen loser' Well. East re-ally
1ORTI1
and Bethe's ace won A club
•K .)
was led to dummy's king
•A
and a low club back went to
• 3, I N 2
West's queen A second
•K 't 2
%firth `.outh
spade was won by dummy's NESTfAst4 2
:
2•
•
lead
club
king and a third
•14 9 7 h 4
•I
was ruffed by South Dum- V14
I.
, •.1
my was entered via the dia- •h Q 7 n
ANSWER: Pass No addi
mond ace and -a fourth
tional values to announce. If
round of clubs provided
North had wanted to play in
South with yet another ruff
game, he could have hid it
won
now
Declarer has
over three hearts
IWo spades. the diamond
ace, the club king and two
Send bridge quritions to The Aces
1'() Box 12347 Dallas Texas 7512'..
club ruffs for his book Still
East-West
urnerahle.
with *elf addressed stamped envelope
holding the two high trumps. Dealer East The bidding
Ion reply
his contract was secure and

IZ01 ).
LACOSTE

7 FULL CARAT

YOUR CHOICE
FOR ONLY
, Ow Rxk lakes

BUY NON
OR
LAYAWAY
FOR
CHRISTMAS.

COATS

OW Sizes inlet lots

All lathes Wider

COATS, DRESSESan 0/
Off
& SPORTSWEAR

u

All Boys
1/4 Was $450

LAYAWAY NOW

NOW $299

12 Price
/

Jackets

- Plaids --Pleats - sires 7111"to 16
in Poly-Wool Blends

1 2 Price /
Group of

"Joyce"

Y2 Was $700
NOW
Charge It!
tip To
24-Months
To Pay

Bel Air
Center
Murray

JEWELERS

AVAILABLE

$499

1 2 Price
/

Clothes Closet

1).46}- 6.1 uebdr), December 8. 1981
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Notre Dame Shocked, 56-54

Racers Upset Irish
By The Associated Press
Murray State Coach
Ron Greene wasn't worried that his team would
be heading into the Notre
Dame student section
when he arranged to have
his Racers in front of
him.
But it didn't make
much difference anyway.
The Racers upset the 19th involvi
ng Kentucky 49 seconds when he conranked Irish Monday
teams, Campbellsville verted both ends of a pair
night 56-54, inflicting
got by Bellarmine 87-80 of one-and-one free throw
Notre Dame's third behind
the 30-point scor- opportunities.
straight basketball loss.
ing of Larry Beard,
Notre Dame Coach DigMurray State did some Cumberl
and stopped ger Phelps was late arrivclutch foul shooting in the Union 61-57,
Georgetown ing for interviews with
final seconds while facing buried
Indiana-Southeast reporters and apologized,
into the Irish student 110-75,
Kentucky State "I'm sorry. I was in consection.
outscored St. Joseph's of fession. I'll tell you this
"We talked about that Indiana
86-81 and season is different. What
before the game,"
Pikeville collared Clinch this team needs more
Greene said. "I elected to Valley,
Va.,86-75.
than anything is to beat
have the team in front of
"I thought our defense someone.
me where I could talk to was
the determining fac"We are 1-3 at this
them. I really did not tor,"
Greene said. He put point, and we just have to
mention it to the players. guard
Mike McDuffen on have faith. I am just tryAs it turned out, the way Notre
Dame's 6-foot-2 ing to stay with the funwe shot in the first half, junior
gaurd John Paxson damentals and do them
we couldn't have done and
told McDuffen "to as well as we can."
any worse going the other force him
to his left,"
Phelps, also noted that
way against the Greene
said."We wanted "we have to rebuild a
students:"
him to have to shoot the team that was hurt by
Notre Dame held a 25- ball going
to the left side, graduation, recruiting
20 lead at halftime after
and I thought McDuffen and the departure of Joe
the Racers went 5:58 did
a fine job because Kliene (sophomore
without scoring. But Mur- Paxson
is a great center who transferred to
ray State, 3-2, fought
player."
Arkansas). And I'll take
back in the second half to
Still, Paxson wound up responsibility for all
take the lead-for good at the
night's leading scorer three."
51-50 on Sammy Curran's with
19 points. Glen
dunk with 3:48 left.
Green, who ruined a
The Irish weu forced chance for
iturrsyState
the Irish to tie
Green 6-16 3-4 15, Hood 34 046,Davis 3-7
to foul to stop the clock, the game
in the closing 3.49. Curran 44 24 10, McDuffen 1-4 44 6,
and Murray State hit six seconds
Hammonds 2.3 4-5 3, Martin 14 04 2,
by blocking a Stewart
0-1 0-10, Brady 0-1 0-1 O.
of seven free throws in layup
NstreDsret(SO
attempt by Barry
Varner 34 0-0 6, Spencer 5-14 04 10, Anthe final 90seconds.
Spencer, topped the dree 1-31-41,Sluby 54$14 10,Paxson 6-11 3-5
In other games Monday Racers
19, Rucker 14 2-2 4, Duff 1-2042,Rowan 0-1
with 15 points.
041
Rebounds —0451)51, ND 31. TO —
McDuffen scored four
ND 20.
of his six points in the last 11.Halflime
--MS1.1 20, ND IS.

Pv-2

I kl

GRABBER -- Notre Dame forward Bill Varner goes up for a rebound. He
snared five against the Racers Monday night in a losing cause.
File Photo

I Hurdler Moses Honoredl
•

RENO, Nev. (AP) — shot putter Parry
Hurdler Edwin Moses, O'Brian.
unbeaten in his event
The Track and Field
since 1977, was named the Writers of America voted
top U.S. track and field in November to give
athlete of the year Moses the award and it
Monday by The Athletics was presented at the naCongress, the nation's tional convention of the
governing body for TAC.
amateur track.
Moses won the gold
Moses_,, 2 6 , has
medal
at the 1976 Olym-_
doritirg0 World comGames
pic
in Montreal
petition in the 400-meter
intermediate hurdles, and thrice captured both
winning 71 straight races World Cup and U.S. na— not counting tional championships.
preliminary events.
He won the championThis streak is second ships in 1977, 1979 and
only to the record 110 con- 1981. He didn't compete in
secutive victories , the events in 1978 because
amassed from 1952-56 by of illness and in 1980

because he chose to concentrate on other races.
Moses, of Laguna Hills,
Calif., has set the world
record three -times. His
first world mark came in
1976 when he ran 47.63
seconds. The following
year he bettered that with
47.45 and he set his cur,rnt record 47.13 last year
in Italy.
Others receiving votes
included: sprinter
Evelyn Ashford, middle
distance runner Steve
Scott, distance runners
Craig Virgin and Alberto
Salazar and sprinter-long
jumper Carl Lewis.

42t1r!

CCHS Frosh Compile
Double-Win Evening

For reading, watching TV, or just
plain relaxing, the soothing comfort
of these handsome Ethan Allen
Restocrar" Recliners is hard to
beat. All effortlessly adjust to restful
positions for supreme relaxation.
Selection includes a rocker, and
styles that recline close to the wall.
Available in an attractive array of
durable fabrics. Ready for immediate
holiday delivery. . . and they're on
sale now! Hurry over, settle in. and
stretch out in one. You won't want to
leave without it.

A. Ethan All... R.Itoc,00TM Recliner.
Available in rust, corduroy.
reg. 419.50
Sow 70.00

sale 349.50

Calloway County travel to Mayfield ThursHigh's freshmen teams day.
came away with a pair of
Terry Malcolm paced
victories Monday night at the Lady Lakers with 10
South Marshall.
points as the locals evened
their record at 1-1.
Frank Wise and J. W.
Wendy
Osmus crashed
Foster broke the doublefigure bracket for the vic- the boards with 18 retors with 13 and 12 points. bounds and added a couWise was the top re- ple of points for the night.
Lisa Hopper and Amy
bounder with eight.
Bryan pitched in five and
Balanced support four points respectively.
came from four Lakers The Lady Lakers see acscoring six points apiece tion again on Friday
— John Potts, Joe Curd when they travel to MurBrad Skinner and David ray High for a 3:30 p.m.
Lamb. The Lakers, 2-0, game.

DETERMINED — Transfer Sammy Curran
taillied 10 points for Murray State and hauled in
two rebounds as the Racers upset Notre Dame,5654.
File Photo by J
.im Rector

Sports, Briefly
RUNNING
Two Murray runners
competed in the Memphis
Marathon Sunday, returning with two seconds
and a first place finish.

Tree More Possum
With

Rex Dog Food
50 Lb.(25% Protein)$775

50 Lb.(21% Protein) $699

Brian Rutler, Murray
State assistant track
coach placed second
overall with his 2:28 time
and first in his age
bracket(25-29 year olds).
Rutler led for the first
25 miles of the 26.2 mile
course.
Ron Wuest, another
Murrayan, placed 19th
overall and came in second in the 40-49 age
group with his 3:02 time.
Approximately 180 runners participated in the
race.
RACER CLUB
The first official Racer
Club basketball meeting
will be held Wednesday at
noon at the Golden Corral
Restaurant. Murray
State coach Ron Greene
will be present and a
highlight film of Monday's victory over Notre
Dame will be shown.
SALES

IL (thee Alien Restocrot "
T Rocker
'164tecliner.-VVinljs` cirid—ohq's in dark
brown Old Tavern finish pine
Available in red_ plaid or rust
stripe

C. Dime Allen Li
able in rawhide ,.nnyl

4

reg 523 50
Soy.94.00

sale 429.50

Convenient Terms . . . Free Delivery
1 I1 t.l6 lfri‘11. 1.1 ft \1•111N0

special-Special-Special
High Protein Purina
Buy SO Lb. Reg. Price $13.99
Get 10 Lb. Free
a $2.15 Savings

Buchanan Feed
753-5378

(THAN ALLEN FURNITURE
1 1 4 North

Third St. PoduCoh, Ky.

Phone 442-2769

or 443-6257

Industrial Rd.

Many people both men &
women-Wink we offer "TIE
MOST IINAINIAIILE SALES
CAREENS IN THE WHOLE
1901111" because...
Typical FIRST FULL YEAR
earnings ore $15,000 to
$20,000 You will be
Guaranteed immediate
commissions of up to
1500.00 month to stort.
Dozens and 'dozens of our
people advance rapidly to
earn annually
$40,000
CAN YOU QUALIFY?
Age 21 or over? High
school or better? Swift.
srninded? Ambitious for
career, not just o job?
•
Sell mainly professional
and businets people, for
loge company TOPRATED'in its inchistry Sell
what people NEED and
WANT, ore happy to buyf
Openings NOW Coif for in.
terview
8911-942-93N
tas"„,_ ,N"'" Itsam IS
VW •
5;Hp...

r30,000 to

PURINA
CHOWS

Murray, Ky.
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Lady Tigers
Tripped,50-37
Murray High's varsity
girls basketball team suffered its first loss of the
season, tripping 50-37 at
Caldwell County Monday
night.
The Lady Tigers could
produce no points from
their guards and turned
the ball over 33 times in
the disaster.
"We've just got to find
some type of consistency
on our team," a disappointed coach Rick
Fisher said. "It's hard
enough competing
against other teams
without having to compete against ourselves as
well," he added.
Monica Greene led the
Lady Tigers with 12 and
Kim Tharpe assisted with
10 for the only doublefigure players on the

MHS squad.
Velvet Jones added
eight in the losing cause.
The Lady Tigers outrebounded their hosts,3939, but could produce little ofensive firepower to
go along with the steady
boardwork.
A dismal 30 percent
MHS shooting average
from the field (16-53) and
an insurmountable, 72-10,
halftime lead by Caldwell
County led to the Murrayans'downfall.
Thursday the Lady
Lakers" bring their 1-1
recored home where
they'll host Lowes at 6:30
p.m. Caldwell County increased its record to 2-1
with the victory.
MRS — Green 12, Tharpe 10, Jones 8,
Thump= 4, CrIttenden 2, Harcourt 1
CCHS — Morrow 18, Burke 13, Thacker 8,
Elder 6, Casper 4,Casey 1

CCMS Boosted
By Anderson
Christy Anderson only
made two points Monday
night, but they were the
difference between a
Calloway Middle School
win and a loss.
Monday the Lady
Lakers kept their win
streak alive at 4-0 when
they tripped North Marshall, 25-24. Trailing by as
much as 10 points during
the game, the Lady
Lakers fought back and
finally led for the first

time when Anderson
grabbed a rebound and
went back up for the shot.
The CCMS advantage
came with :15 remaining
and the Lady Lakers held
on to win.
For the night Anderson
led all rebounders with
nine, Lady Laker Anita
Hill turned in a four rebound, four steal, eight
point performance and
Rhonda Lee added seven
points and four rebounds.

North Marshall
Stuns Lakers
Calloway County Mid- helped him on the boards
dle School's Lakers drop- svith a team-high six reped a 32-28 decisiori to bounds.
North Marshall Monday Bogard and Morton
night. The Lakers out- were singled out by Laker
rebounded the taller Mar- coach Burch Kinsolving
shals, 22-21, but a poor as having outstanding
night at the free throw defensive games while
line hindered the CCMS Chuck Adams is credited
effort.
with providing offensive
Monty Morton led the spark.
Lakers with nine points
North Marshall led at
and five rebounds and
teammate Tony Bogard the half, 19-16.

Benton Tilts
MMS, 43-22
Murray Middle
School's Tigers led Benton, 15-14, at halftime yet
the remainder of the
game was all down
Limited to only seven
points in the third period
and completely shutout in
the fourth, the Tigers fell,
43-22, to a determined
Benton squad.
"We didn't execute in
the second half and our

offense totally fell
apart," explained coach
Scott Durham.
Monday's game was
the Tigers' first of the
season. Leading MMS in
the point column were
three players with six
each — Stanley Rutledge,
Jimmy Brannon and
Kelly Steely.
• Thursday the Tigers
travel to South Marshall.

Wildcats Anticipate
Mini-Big 10 Sweep
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Second-ranked
Kentucky is looking for a
sweep of Big Ten basketball teams when old rival
Indiana invades Rupp
Arena tonight.
Kentucky took the first
portion of its mini-Big 10
schedule with a 78-62 conquest of Ohio State on
Saturday, a victory that
boosted Kentucky to 24)
for the season. Defending champion
Indiana, also 2-0, comes
into the game off a 69-55
rout of Notre Dame last
Tuesday.
The match with Indiana should go a long
way in telling whether
Kentucky can hope to survive the continued
absence of 7-foot-1 center
Sam Bowie.. Bowie has
been sidelined with a
stress fracture of the leg.
He and Kentucky
received a setback last
week when doctors determined that the leg has
some completely healed.
Bowie had been hoping to
return to action later this
month, but it now appears he won't be ready

LOCAL PUGILISTS — MeMbers of the Murray Boxing Club, Tim Holsapple
(left) and Shawn Simmons (right), display the first trophies earned by the
fledgling club.Both fighters were awarded sportsmanship awards in recent
amateur bouts. Holsapple,known as the Hazel Hoes,fought in the 169-pound division, and Simmons fought in the 139-pound division in the Jackson (Tenn.) Boxing Club Fight Night competition.
Photo by Jim Rector

Few Deals Completed
At Baseball Meeting
HOLLYWOOD, Fla.
(AP) — The trading was
extremely limited and
the top developments at
baseball's winter
meeting involved the impending signing of free
agent pitcher Ron Guidry
and the possibility that
Gene Michael would
return as manager of the
New York Yankees.

Yankees last season until
replaced the day before
Labor Day by Bob
Lemon. He's under contract to New York
through 1982, so there
should be no contractual

The only deal made on
the first official day of the
meetings Monday was
the acquisition by the
Chicago Cubs of pitcher
Allen Ripley from then
Francisco Giants for lefthander Doug Capilla.
The 26 major league
teams selected 10 players
in the annual draft; the
St. Louis Cardinals purchased pitcher Mike
Stanton from Cleveland,,
and Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
delivered his annual
state-of-the game
message.

Bowling

hassle.
Michael became the
25th manager of the
Yankees, Nov. 21, 1980.
He had been general
manager since
November, 1979.

Sports At A Glance
Oilier or Dollar
Bowling League
L
W
Team
15
37
East Y Grocery
24
Lucky Strikes
24
00
Paradise!Cessw'
2 24
The Honey Tree
32
20
.
Carpenter's Cleanup
37
16
The Lucky,Three
High Team Game(SC)
490
Kennels
Paradise
490
East Y Grocery
487
East Y Grocery
High Team Game(HC)
Paradise Kennels
622
Carpenter's Cleanup
621
East Y Grocer,v
High Team Series(SC)
1408
East Y Grocery
1327
Paradise Kennels
1311
Carpenter's Cleanup
High Team Series
.................1001
Grocery
Y
East
1792
Paradise Kennels
1749
Carpenter's Cleanup
Righted:Gabe(SC)
236
Pat Hesselrode
221
Nancy Todd
191
Nancy2ockt
Itigh Ind
59
Pat Hesselrode
57
Nancy Todd
.223
Sue Lax.
High lad.Seim(SC)
595
Pat Hesselrode.. ..
569
Nancy Todd
533
Lots Smith
High bid.Series(NC)
677
Nancye otLe
664
Pat
901
Hilda Bennett
High Averages
174
Lots Smith
173
Pat Hemetrode....
157
Nancy Todd
!47
Jean Phillips...
144
Sue Lao.
143
Hilda Bennett
141
Peggy Shoemaker
138
Mary Raitt
135
Sally Sawyer
133
Peggy Bebber

zi

2.Kentucky i 81 2-01,081
3.Luuisville 5)2-01,006
4. Wichita St. 3-0946
5.Virginia 1) 5-0893
6.Iowa 3-0816
7.DePaul 2-0768
8.M innesota 3-0702
9. Ala.-Birmingham 3-0560
.
10.Indiana 2-0552
11. Arkansas 11)3.0479
12.San Francisco 3-0478
13.M issouri 30435
14.Tulsa 2-1421
15.Nevada-Las Vegas 4-0367
16.Alabama 4-0296
17.1.1CLA 2-2276
I8.SW Louisiana 5-0140
19.0regon St. 2-0123
20 Georgetown. DC:3-2122

College
Basketball
The Top Twenty teams in The
Associated Press collee basketball poll, with first-place votes in
parentheses, season's record and
total points. Points based on
20-19-18-17-16-15-14-13-12-11-10-9-87-6-5-4-3-2- 1:
1.North Carolina 43 I 3-01,137

Kansas 86, Arizona 57
Kentucky St. 86, St .Joseph, Ind,
81
Loyola, Ill: 97, N.IIbnois 75
Michigan 80. N.Michigan 58
Murray St. 56, Notre Dame 54
Nebraska 70,S Dakota St. 51
Purdue 75. Butler 46
S_ Illinois 90, F. Illinois 77
W Illinois 84. Illinois St 79

SOUTH
Alcorn St. 86, N.Carolina A&T
78
Auburn 88, Tennessee Tech 61
Austin Peay fo, Tennessee St.
57
Citadel 68, Presbyterian 50
East Carolina 66. Campbell 61
Ga.Southern 60, Houston Baptist 47
Mississippi St. 48, Memphis St.
47, OT
N.C.Charlotte 52, Charleston 45
NE Louisiana 87, McNeese St.
82
SE Louisiana 67, U.S. Interns
Lionel 66
S.Mississippi 60, Louisiana
Tech 47
Va.Commonwealth 79, ETennessee St. 72
Virginia St. 81,Shaw 70
Virginia Tech 70, Richmond 68
MIDWEST
Cleveland St. 76, Valparaiso 72
Creighton 75,St.Louis 60
E.Michigan 99, Grand Valley 63
Ill.-Chi.Circle 64, Ferris St. 63,
20T

4/WirM40;i4
\ Sure Comes In 4
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Illoadays Game
Oakland 30. Pittsburgh 77
3stanny, Doe 111
New York Jets at Cleveland
Mumesots at Detroit
Ssodsy, Dee 11
Balla:owe at Wagangtos
Reek at Bev England
Cincumati at Pittsburgh
Green Ray at Nen Orleans
hew York Giants at St LOON
Sao Diego at Tamps Bay
Sham at Kamm City
Chicago at Oakland
Houston al San Francisco
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
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1979 Oldi?Grenade

.

White, white half roof, red interior, moonroof, loaded with equipment.

.ssorss,00.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS GM
GOMM.moms Ruffs DIVISION

753-2617

641 S.
Murray
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1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234
"Your Future Is Important To Us."
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National Football League
Americas Conk/mare
Emters Delia
W L T PT PA Pit
1 317 262 479
9 4
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9
0 IX 840 643
5
Buffalo
0 5
1 3:3 771
Kr
V Jets
New Erighx1
1 12 0 191 32 141
I 13 0 723 474 071
Baltimore
Central Dlolilease
711
0 374 264
10 4
Cowl:matt
1 I 0 316 7$9 77!
Pittsburgh
0
6 1
754 307 429
Houston
5 9 0 24: 119 327
tlevelarid
•
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1143
1 774 241
9 5
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11 431 157 57!
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357
5 9 0 167 344
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Pro Football

Natleas1 Cashman
Esteem DivIsloa
0 PI 111.1
11 3
130 MI
Philadelphia 9 5
4.; clams
7 7 0 an 127
7
7
101
0
71 labs
0 171 131
6 1
Wadurigton
Control Miriam
1 6 0 271 327
Yampa Ray
7
Detroit
0390901
7 7
I WI KIS
limn Ray
7 7
1 /12 114
Minnesota
4 10 I 116 71114
Chicago
Wagers
Isen Friers II 3 0 101 21
7 7
0 30 IN
AUanta
11 9 0 771
Lc• Angeles
1 10 I 10 121
New (Kieft
a-duo-tad division title
rquahRed for playoffs

se-dice cente:....4°‘C.;%0sed

IVVWSW •

BLOOM'
BILLOM
CO.

FAR WEST
E New Mexico 85, S.Colorado 71
Gonzaga 80, Montana 77
Montana St 89. S Utah 74
New Mexico 60, N Arizona 50
67
Portla min,Southern
Rhode Island at Oregon, ppd
Utah 60,San Jose St 56
Washington St 73, Augustan'
72

Cal

SOUTHWEST
Alabama 69, Southern
Methodist 62
Arkansas St 71, Pan American
57
Arkansas Tech 914, John Brown
95, OT
Oklahoma 106, Sam llouston.St
72
Oklahoma City'63, SW Missouri
52
Oral Roberts80, St Mary's,
Texas 62
Rice 102. Texas Lutheran 60
S.Arkansas 56, Louisiana Coll
47
Texas A&M 68, Louisiana St. 63
Texas Arlington 1215, Texas
Wesleyan 73
Texas Tech 57, Texas-San Antonio 51

EAST
Bradley 94, St.Francis, Pa.63
Brandeis 84, Boston St 75
Hofstra 91, Brown 76
La Salle 55, Bucknell 53
Maryland 76, Md.-E.Shore 61
Northeastern 64, Army 54
Robert Morris 71, Kent St 64
Rutgers 46,St Peter's 44
Siena 69, Maine 66
W.Virginia St. 82, Wheeling 65

cm mc)

Other than that,
baseball executives
gathered in the lobby,
corridors and in rooms
trying to turn trades.
The Associated Press
learned that Michael
would become the
Yankees' manager for
the second time, and was
scheduled to meet with
owner George Steinbrenner Wednesday or Thursday to work out the
details.
Steinbrenner will be a
busy man. He also is to
talk Thursday .with
Guidry's agent, John
Schneider to determine if
the Yankees are ready to
meet the pitcher's demand for a five-year, $7.5
million contract.
Michael managed the

rtie

until late January.
Indiana Coach. Bobby
Knight, apparently peeved after a lackluster 71-64
opening victory over
Miami of Ohio, opened
against Notre Dame with
four freshmen and benched juniors Randy Wittman, Ted Kitchel and
Steve Bouchie sat on the
bench. Only junior guard
Jim _Thomas, a hero of
last season's national
playoffs, has started both
games.
"Our freshmen did a
good job against Notre
Dame," Knight said this
week. "They played as
hard as they could."
John Flowers, a 6-foot-9
freshman forward, was
expected to be in the
starting lineup again
tonight.

In a two-hour workout
Sunday. Kentucky
coaches stressed the need
for defensive toughness
against Indiana.
"On every pass — and I
mean every pass — picks
are being set," said assistant Coach Joe Dean Jr.
"It's tough on officials to
watch the ball and also
watch all the contact.
That's why it's such a
physical game.
"One of the different
things we have to do for
this game is make the
players more aware of
the basic philosophy of
Indiana," Dean said.
"They get people open
away from the ball. We
want the players to know
where the picks are coming from and to whom
they're trying to get the
ball."
When the Wildcats
have the ball, they must
expect a stifling
man-to-man defense,said
Coach Joe B. Hall.
"There will be a lot of
pressure on the ball. We
need to develop some
(safety valves) on offense," Hall said.

700 U.S.Highway 641 N. Murray
Rt.7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

AVAILABLE
0.

7118
367
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Conception Process Questioned
FRANKFORT, Ky.

(AP) - Fertility drugs
have failed and there's a
long wait for adoption.
What do you do if you
want a baby and cannot
conceive? For a growing
number of couples, the
answer is: Hire a woman
to bear your child. k
But is it legal?
Doctors and lawyers
report dozens of surrogate parent contracts
arranged since the Nov.
9, 1980, birth of an 8pound, 6-ounce boy to an
Illinois housewife known
under the pseudonym of
Elizabeth Kane.
That child - offspring
of the nation's first
acknowledged surrogate
mother contract - was
adopted by an unidentified Kentucky couple
after Mrs. Kane, who was
paid 810,000, surrendered
her parental rights five
days after his birth.
But while his status
under the law seems
secure, one year after his
birth legal, moral and
psychological questions
about the surrogate
process remain.
Some theologians are
urging caution. And a
Michigan psychologist

has undertaken a longterm study of surrogate
mothers and their
children to determhie the
emotional impact of paid
maternity,
While some legal questions already have been
faced, others may take
years to reach the courts
that eventually may have
to sort out the complex
legal questions surrogate
parenthood raises:
,
-What happens if a
woman accepts the
money then decides she
wants to keep the baby?
Such a case went to court
In California this year,
but the adopting parents
- a man and his
transsexual wife - dropped the matter before the
judge ruled.
•
-If the woman decides
to keep the baby, could
the man who donated his
sperm then be required to
pay child support?
-Who pays if there are
complications in the
pregnancy or in
childbirth? In 1978, there
were 321 maternal deaths
for every 100,000 live births in the United States,
according to the national
Center for Health
Statistics.

-Who is responsible
for supporting a retarded
or deformed child? While
the agreement may
specify that, what happens if the hired mother's
abuse of alcohol or drugs
contributes to the child's
Problems?
The surrogate system
is not clearly illegal in
any state, but neither is it
clearly legal. Complicating the issue are
varying laws governing
artificial insemination,
adoption and parental
rights in different states
and the emphasis various
courts and government
attorneys have given to
them.
In one legal test, Kentucky Attorney General
Steve Beshear has asked
a circuit court to declare

the contract surrogate
parenthood process
illegal. He contends the
process violates state law
and "the strong public
policy against the buying
and selling of children."
While the civil suit
would not affect the first
surrogate baby, Beshear
has álled the court to
dissolve the charter. of
Surrogate Parenting
Associates, the group

Saida and the tdt IIW

which arranged the contract, prohibiting similar
transactions.
Infertility specialist
Dr. Richard M. Levin of
Louisville, director of the
organization, has said he
expects to deliver 100
babies via surrogate
mothers in 1981. The attorney general's
challenge will be heard in
January.
Meanwhile, in
Michigan, a Wayne County judge, citing lack Of
jurisdiction, last month
refused to declare that
the legal father of a child
conceived by a married
surrogate was the man
who donated his spermnot the woman's
husband.
"It's a difficult, serisitive issue and not a simple matter," Circuit
Judge Roman S. Gribbs
said after ruling it is up to
the legislature to decide
whether such agreements
are enforceable. The law
now presumes a woman's
husband is the father of
her child.
Noel P. Keane of Dearborn,an attorney who has
worked with surrogates
for six years,is representing the couple and plans
an appeal.

by lucrece -Beale
SYNOPSIS: The Eskimos
of young Oonik's village are
worried because for some
mysterious reason the Ice
King of the North has
prevented the sununte from
arriving on schedule. To
placate the Ice King, the
villagers plan a festival in his
honor.

CHAPTER TWO

THE FESTIVAL
"The Ice King of the North is
very angry," said Miski, the
wise man of the Eskimo
village. "He sends frigid winds
and storms of snow even
though it is August and the ice
on the sea should long since
have melted..
"To placate the Ice King we
must have a festival in his
honor. Then he will surely put
aside his anger and we will be
able to do our summer hunting
for reindeer and rabbits and
duck."
"Hooray!" cried Oonik, the
Eskimo boy. "I love festivals!
Dancing! And singing! And
eating! Oh,that will be good!"
But Oonik's mother said,
"How can we have a festival?
Hunting has been so poor there
is scarcely any food left in the
village. In my house we are
down to our last seal fltper."
"It is the same with us,"
moaned the other women."Our
storerooms are nearly empty."
Oonik's father said,"Can we
not have a festival without
food?"
Miski shook his head. "The
Ice King would be insulted if
we had a festival in his honor
and had no food. if we did not
care to bring out our food in his
honor perhaps he would not
care to stop the winter winds."
Then the men said, "Very
well. We will do it for the
winter storms must end."

CHE Executive Accepts Special Assignment
FRANKFORT, Ky.

assignment in
(AP)-Robert F.Sexton, Washington, D.C. with
deputy executive director the American Association
of the Council on Higher for Higher Education.

helping the AAHE conduct a series of educational leadership conferences in the western
United States.

Education for planning
and policy studies, has

Sexton will remain on
accepted a special the council staff while

\‘,44A%

Sexton was the .staff

et')

4)
4

44e" 46

Dixieland Center

Man.
never seen. It is bound to have
pleased the Ice King and
tomorrow good weather will
come and we will have good
hunting again."

But, alas! On that very night
came a storm worse than any
that had come before. The
furious wind swept sheets of
ice from the north and hurled
them on the tiny Eskimo
village. Three igloos were
smashed by the tons of ice and
the poor owners had to move in
with neighbors. A mountain of
ice pushed out of the sea and
towered over the village.
"The Ice King did not hear
us, there is nothing more we
can do," Miski told the terrified
Eskimos who gathered in his
igloo after the storm.
Oonik went out in the. cold.
He fell to his knees in the snow
and pressed his mouth against
the ear of Keotuk, the dog.
"Listen to me, Keotuk," he
murmured."I have a plan!"
Keotuk wagged his tail and
licked his master's chin as if to
say,"I'll do anything you say!"
"Come, then," said Oonik,
jumping to his feet. "You and I
are going to Santa Land!" .
Next:Storm at Sea
AP Newsleatures

Southern States

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

of Miski, the wise man. They
all sat on the floor of the snow
house and Miski stood in the
middle and sang a song to the
Ice King.
He asked the Ice King to get
over his anger and bring the
Eskimos good weather so they
could have good hunting again.
Then Miski sat down and the
men began to beat on their
drums with sticks made of
ivory walrus tusks.
Boom! Boom! Boom!
Then the Eskimos sang.
First they sang in a soft chant
keeping time to the drum beat.
Presently their voices rose and
their singing became louder
than the wind roaring around
the igloo. Oonik, anxious to
please the Ice King, sang
louder than all the rest.
The dancing started. All the
men and boys stood in their
places and stamped on. the
floor and moved their arms up
and down incurious patterns
meant to placa te the Ice King.
After that the food was
served. Oonik took half his
share outside to his dog Keotuk
who crouched at the door.
"Don't worry," said Oonik
soothingly to his dog."This has
been a festival such as I have

So the Eskimos returned to
their igloos. The women melted
snow and put their last hunks
of meat in.the water to stew.
The men made flat drums out
of wooden hoops covered with
the thin inner tissues of seals.
When all was ready the
villagers returned to the igloo

Tucker's T.V. ad in Friday's
paper, TV Guide Section, should
have been $25.00 Rebate.
The staff regrets the error and
any inconvenience it may have
caused.

Sf

Nurkingilant Nay.CM.
"if'.?
111,41,1110

member who had
primary responsibility
for assisting the Prichard
Committee on Higher
Education in Kentucky's
Future with the development of its recent report.

-The Ice King of the North is angry," said the Wise

,-

Phone
153-2511

Frozen Fruit & Vegetable

Truckload SALE

-

NEW WAY TO BEAT INFLATION-SAVE MONEY.

Open Sundays
11A111:
1:00-5:00 11.11111
1111,11,
Now
Thru Christmas
'1III,

_TigiNdies

14
}
V mVariery
V o•T Stores

TOOL VALUE
OF THE MONTH

I'II

Buy in bulk and you can enjoy "Farm Fresh" fruits and vegetables at inflaDon-fighting
prices. All products are top quality, fresh picked and quick frozen for natural taste.

We

variety

Must Have Your Order By Jan. 13 1982

Oty.

Product Description

value

4
Master.HANIC ®

HAMILTON
BEACH

Reg.$459.95
Save $90.00

JIINAL ONLY
WI& Salvates Lest

Q99
AI

46495
SANYO
•

Just turn dial to choose from
coarse, fine, wide angle or
pulsating spray. Varys
,intensky from gentle to vigorous.
Wall mounting.
DM109

19-INCH COLOR TV
Top quality! In-line

gun,slotted mask, black matrix picture
tube. VHF and UHF fine tuning. Has built-in antenna and
up-front controls.

Reg.$31.99
Save $10.00

'7495
12" BLACK
& WHITE
VHF and UHF detent tuners
click into channel. Earphone
jack 100% solid state with
built-in antenna
21166

21.99

1
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Fan-Forced
RADIANT HEATER
Fan-forced heat. Automatic thermostat warms
room to
desired level and keeps it that way. Safety tip-over switch
Instant heel ribbon. 11-ft. cord. liVoodgrain trim. 1500W
HR20

---While
Supplies
Last'

19-INCH •
HIP-ROOF TOOL BOX

3-SPEED
HAND MIXER

Enameled-steel l tool box
w/removable tote tray.
Piano-type hinge, single
drawbolt w/padlock eye.
19x81/2x7 inches.
MME119
asentities Limited

Features
chrome.
plated
beaters,
beater-ejector button,
built-in
heel
rest.
Almond finish. 97AL
QUANTITIES LIMITED

rta.-0

411.11.111111111
.
111-mlimaw

t,BENDIETILIREIND

GLASS
FIREPLACE
ENCLOSURE

/
1
2

..•
- •a NMI
ilr...
.
1
,. m
'WM ANN
M.lot
.
OM r
III"IIOM MN
L. - r le UMW=
•MN
WM.... a. •OM Oka.
.
N.OMNI
g-vm,Emem.10111.1 MEI NM

_

Price

' All SUes
Bi-folding, heat-resistant
glass doors. Adjustable
vents. Flexible mesh screen.
Sizes to fit most fireplaces.
Antique brass finish. 8606

I

I

•
•

011

-1 11_11_11

'17867

Special

KABOB-IT®

$5495
Rig.$19.95
Save $25.00

PIM Seppies Last

Dial
Massage

898

novv

1-HP
ROUTER
duty Accurately
routs. glf/f/Yeli, trims in
wenn, plastic. etc
7616
Heavy

Sliced Apples,.80•
Blackberries, 50Black Raspberries. 51Cultivated Blueberries, 200Dark Sweet Cherries, 300'
Red Tart Cherries, 300'
Red Tart Cherries, 10F, 50Mixed Fruit, 10F, 200••
Fruit Medley, 10F, 12/10••
Sliced Peaches, 3011'
Sliced Peaches, 10F. 50Large Whole Strawberries, 10F, 200Sliced Strawberries, 300•
Sliced Strawberries,680"
Apple Juice Conc.. 24/12 oz ••
Cranberry Juice Cocktail Conc.,24/12 oz."
Grapefruit Juice Conc., 24/12 oz.Grape Juice Com , 24/12 oz
'
Hawaiian Punch Conc.. 24/12 oz.' ,
Lemonade Conc., 24/12 oz.'
Orange Juice Conc., 24/601"
Orange Juice Conc., 24/12 oz."
Cut Green Beans, 12/25*
/
20
Baby Lima Beans, 12/21
Fordhook Lama Beans, 12/2411
Broccoli Cuts. 12/20
Broccoli Spears, 12/20
Brussels Sprouts, 12/21
Cauliflower, 12/20
.
/
20
Whole Kernel Corn, 12/21
Mushrooms,
Breaded
2/5*
Fancy Sliced Mushrooms, 2/5*
Garden Peas„ 12/2.0
Whole Leal Spinach, 12/30
Mixed Vegetables, 12/254
Del Bagels-Plain 18/epack
..
Donuts, Jelly 12/8 pack
_
French Fries 12/20
Shoestring French Fries, 12/20 oz.
Potato Puffs, 12/2*
Thomas' English Muffins, 12/12 pack
Breaded Onion Rings, 8/20
Pizza Slices Cheese 80/3 oz.
French Bread Pizza-, 24/5 oz.

'Sugar Added
•*14o Sugar

Total AreL

8 5.95
5.25
6.10
18.45
21 15
33.30
7.95
19.35
21.60
20.10
4.95
21.95
- 27.35
8.85
21.95
26.95
21.45
18.30
23.85
14.50
12 75
20.95
18.35
24.65
25.80
16.25
18.80,
20.30
20 25
20.30
14.45
13.70
17.30
17.25
19.90
11.85
13.25
13.15
9.36
15.10
18.20
15.45
14.00
12.85

,

,

'

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX
TOTAL AMOUNT

EMERSON

PLACE YOUR ORDEP. TOOAY NONE SOLO WITHOUT
ADVANCE
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS. PLEASE

name

Hot Hors D'Oeuvre
and Meal Maker
An innovative hostess can
"Kabob" dozens of miming
combinations. S skewers ellne up new party foods. Selfcleaning Nutting unit. 74000

Sale Price

ORDERS MUST BE PICKED UP ON
Feb

1st Week

1982

NAME

ADDRESS

CASABLANCA® CEILING FAN
52-in,irsoodgrain finish blades gently circulate air for more
comfort and better efficiency for turflikee in winter, air
conditioning in summer. 3-speed. pull chitin. CF2052/W
'Jima Light Kit CFLK 1 AB
Swag Kit. CFSK5
Varieble Speed Central. SVV81

CITY

AFTER
PHONE

753-1423
Industrial Rd.- Murray, Ky.

•

BEST
•

COPY
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Sant CI s Is At Murray
Appliance With A Bag Of Cash
Anytime you buy an appliance or TV of 1200.00 value at
Muray Appliance from now until Christmas you can reach in
Santa's Bag and Get $5.00, $10.00, $20.00 or as much as
$30.00 off your purchase.

.4=y-

GE Microwave Oven Leta You
Defrost Cook and Reheat
SALE PRICE
Quick and Easy

JET 86

$

6995

•Wirtmegr-

SALE PRICE
25" diagonal

COLORTV/SEM2104P
Cabt^3I of genuine nardwOod so&
and simulated Wed.

• SALE PRICE

5
$
4
9
6
9

$26995
f'rk

Microwave cooking
by time or temperature—
save time!save energy!

SALE PRICE

369"

19" diagonal
Color TY/191C1708W
.,
•

I.

Reduced $60.00 from
1980's Price

A.

,

L

SALE PRiaD

32988
Mode)../E1138Y

1.4

Murray Appliance Has Many.Small Appliances and
Radios Reduced To
Sell For Christmas

FAILABLE •

•4

CISC,40 I
080400W

REDUCED

SALE

271

s8000
,v

'

4

:t

• ;

S. .•

A

E VAC PER DOLLAR!

,vJ • 1,

•

tipaoesnakerTu Microwave
Oven Pits Over Your Range

FREE TOOL SET!
EUREKA ADVANTAGES
OF THIS UPRIGHT!

FREE!

'"LNAL"

FLOOR-TO-CEILING TOOLS
HELP CLEAN Tr* *NMI
NOME

,

c=1111=3
• vgsea caooim
II
Lnn..• sl..p 9.4'or b...s.-•%
•a' .a'•.
c• •
••••••9011

-Sove-$20,00
On All Disposals

Save
$120.00

VD*.

a*

• 111 POIUTION-08/61.414SAP
Ad...test* doeo-c Mao km nap
co Mae okapi

-

• MI Cu WI. DISPOSAIKE
TOPLOACININE
DUST IIA41

OLIAL EDGE KLEEMER • .511100411 NIEADLANKT

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ILECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
APPtIANCES ARE OUR ONLY BUSINESS!
212 f. MAIN

HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS,OWNERS 753-15$11

-4

a-

%CI, In

nit: %it

INA It A !IMES.1
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Why Christmas
Shop Early?
A season as big,as deep,as rich, as generous,as fulfilling as Christmas,
takes a lot of time.
Seems like one holiday pushes in on another...upset the way Jolly Old St. Nicholas
moves in on us? Christmas carols become interspersed with Alma Mater and football
scores?
Every so often you hear the mild complaint, that the stores start promoting Christmas
buying too early.
Consider for a moment what would happen if Christmas were really pressed behind a
curtain of time and nobody could see it or feel it until the reindeers were prancing
across the roof tops,the church bells were ringing and Santa was headed down the
•
chimney.
Could you wait till then to dash off to the stores and buy presents in one big, happy,
shining gulp? All twenty-five of them? Would you have time to try out every tOy, touch
every soft thread of a cashmere sweater,stand a half hour or so deciding which tie,
which candlestick, which book? Could you gather all the goodies that make this
season so wonderfully warm and fragrant and delicious? Would you? And,if you did,
what would those other hundreds and hundreds of people who shop in the
stores be doing? And what about the clerks? How could they possibly help
you make a purchase,much less show you what's available, how it
works, what it does, how you use it and the many other important
features? When would you hide the super surprises, bake the fruit
cake, crack the nuts for the cookies, get out the red candles, tie
the greenery to the door, drop a line to old friends?

•

The stores want you to enjoy the Christmas season...that's
why you see early displays and early advertising for
Christmas. The stores know it takes a lot of time...to fully
enjoy a'season as big, as deep, as rich, as sweet, as
generous, as fulfilling as Christmas.

•

Mi!ierray
Ledger lk Times
753-1919
•

•

•

BEST
er.
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Hearing Scheduled For Man Who Killed Minister In Church
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — A preliminary
hearing is scheduled Friday for a Nashville man
accused of opening fire
during Sunday night
church services, killing a
visiting minister and
wounding another man.
But the lawyer for Per-

cy Edmondson, 0, said
Monday he will ask that
the hearing be delayed to
give him more time to
prepare his client's case.

client was temporarily insane when the Rev. Earnie Douglas was shot to
death during candlelight
services at Webster
Memorial Baptist
Church. Douglas was a
visiting minister at the
small, cinder block
church.

Attorney Bob Ingrum
said he plans to enter a
plea of innocent for Edmondson, claiming his

frontation with his wife
outside the church about
this. They had 0 fight
before the shooting."
Helen Edmondson told
reporters Monday she
"Most certainly we do
was on medication and
intend to plead not guilty
had been advised by her
to both charges and will
attorney not to discuss
request a full preliminary
the case.
hearing," Ingrum said.
Police said the Rev.
Donald Valentine. pastor
of the church, had just
started his sermon on
-Preparing for the Second Coming" when a
Democratic-controlled stopgap measure by Fri- to work out the dif- man walked up to the
House. Passage by the day, the 11th. The idea is ferences between a $208.7 altar and began firing a
Republican majority in to complete action in time billion defense .32-caliber pistol.
the Senate is virtually for Congress to adjourn appropriation bill passed
Douglas was killed by
for the year ahead of a by the Senate last week
certain.
two bullets that struck
and a House bill
The plan is to be includ- Dec. 18 target.
above his heart, police
In other action this providing about $11
ed in a new emergency
said.
money bill — called a week, House and Senate billion less for the
Valentine said Eds
continuing resolution — negotiators will be trying Pentagon.
mondson was seated with
to replace one that exthe congregation when
pires Dec. 1 5 .
services opened but went
Congressional accepto the rear of the church
tance and Reagan's
signature would avert
FRANKFORT, Ky. exceeds the $23.5 million
another confrontation
such as the one last (AP) — The State Pro- because it includes inmonth when the president perty and Buildings Com- terest payments over the
vetoed a similar mission authorized the 26-month life of the notes,
measure, leading to a sale of more than $29 said Dr. James Ramsey,
half-day shutdown of non- million in bond anticipa- director of investment
essential government tion notes Monday to help and debt management in
finance the Kentucky the Department of
operations.
Senate Majority Center for the Arts in Finance.
State officials hope inLeader Howard H. Baker Louisville.
More than a year ago, cluding the interest
Jr., R-Tenn., has said he
will schedule a Senate the Brown administration payments in the issue will
session Saturday if the commited $23.5 million in result in a higher rating
House can pass the state funds to the center, for the notes and a lower
which also will receive cost to the state.
money from a Louisville
Bids for the issue will
fund-raising drive.
be opened at 11 a.m. Dec.
The amount of the Issue 16, Ramsey said.
This is totally out of cused of attending church
character for this man; only to see men.
he's a property owner, a
'•Edmondson accused
regular churchgoer and a
his wife of only coming to
substantial man."
church to see the men in
Police said Monday the church," Night Court
shooting was prompted Commissioner Bill Norris
by Edmondson's jealousy said. "Before he shot
over his wife whom he ac- Douglas. he had a con-

Reagan Issues Challenge On Foreign Aid Bill
WASHINGTON(AP) —
With agreement in sight
on a new overall budget
bill, House Democratic
leaders are challenging
President Reagan to
deliver enough
Republican votes to pass
a politically sensitive
foreign aid appropriation
bill backed by the
administration.
The president's endorsement of a plan
negotiated by his staff
and GOP leaders for an
additional $4 billion in
domestic spending cuts
appears to virtually
assure acceptance by the
House and the Senate of
an omnibus spending bill
to finance government
operations for the next
year.
With members of Congress already weary
from a session dominated

by budget battles and
eager to adjourn for the
year, one of the most
visible skirmishes this
week is likely to be the
maneuvering over the
foreign aid bill in the
House.
Reagan was to meet
with Republican congressional leaders this
afternoon and send a letter to all House members
urging support of the aid
bill. In •addition,
Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr. was
expected to appeal for
votes Tuesday whet: he
addresses a gathering of
House Republicans.
But key Democrats say
House approval of the bill
would require a personal
lobbying effort by
Reagan, "It's going to
take a good deal more
than just a letter," said

Rep. Clarence D. Long,
D-Md., chairman of the
Appropriations subcommittee that handled
the aid bill.
A separate foreign aid

authorization bill, drafted
by the Foreign Affairs
Committee, also is slated
to go to the House floor,
probably Wednesday,
and is not likely to be any
easier to pass.
But it deals more
directly with policy than
money and O'Neill said
he plans to move on to the
appropriation bill Thursday rather than bog down
on the authorization bill.
The speaker, meanwhile, has conceded that
a compromise plan
Reagan endorsed last
week to cut an additional
$4 billion from domestic
spending could win
passage in the

Building Commission
Okays Bond Sale

about the time the sermon began.
He said Edmondson
began arguing with someone in the kilchen,
located in the back of the
church, then walked
down the aisle and began

firing.
After the shooting. Edmondson fled the ctvirch.
About an hour later, he
walked into Brent Bonding Co. and told an
employee he had just shot
a man.
"He just walked in and
he stuck the gun in my
stomach," company
employee Clarence Alsup
said. "He said, 'l just shot
a man and want to turn
myself in.'•
Alsup then notified
police.
Edmondson was being
held under $20,000 bond,
Ingrum said.

Alloyfield,

LOUISVTLLE, Ky.
(AP) — Fire heavily
damaged a woman's
clothing store and-about a
half-dozen other shops
received smoke and
water damage at the
Hurstbourne Park Plaza.
After the fire Monday

where, firemen said, it the Art Gallery, said he
apparently started. They had $3,000 to $4,000 worth
had it under control in of pictures framed and
about 15 minutes.
ready to go. Damage to
Firemen opened the them appeared to be
doors of nearby shops and substantial, he said.
used fans to try to remove
Two firemen were
treated for smoke inhalathe smoke.
W.M. Higgins, owner of tion.
iiimilaw••••••••••••••••••5••••••••••qi
•
•
•
•
•
For all your Travel Reservations Call
•
certificate and a one-year •
•
membership in the •
•

evening, several owners
of damaged shops said
they didn't know how
they will recover for the
busy Christmas shopping
season.
The blaze was confined
to the Sample Hut
women's clothing store

Paper Presented
Jane L. Spahn of Harrodsburg, a graduate stu-

dent in geography at
Murray State University,
has received an award
for a paper presented in
student competition at
the Mid-South District of
the American Society of
Photogranunetry.
Her presentation at the
meeting in Gulfport,
Miss., Nov, 20-21 consisted of a discussion of
the utility of black and
white low altitude aircraft imagery in the
discovery of archaeological sites in the
Jackson Purchase area of
Kentucky.
Her award includes a

Clemency
Granted
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
— Gov. Robert D. Orr'
granted clemency Monday for a Kentucky man
serving a six-year term
for burglary.
Orr accepted the
recommendation of the
Indiana Parole Board
that he commute the
sentence of John C.
Isenberg of Erlanger,
Ky.,to time served.
Isenberg, 22, was convicted in Marion
Criminal Court in 1979
and sentenced to the Indiana Youth Center. Orr
noted that Isenberg earned his high school
diploma and learned a
trade while he was incarcerated.
If Isenberg gets parole,
he will be employed by
his father in Clearwater,
Fla.,the governor said.

Copier on
the blink?

11111C11
Better sate Mt new —very
/el,able A 13 0.ca -VW
pls.,' paper roper
The 00has all c vhe 'most
ranted featu,s 01 ma.
cn.nes cost.ng 50% fnOft
.ftcludmg Inrversahaty
lo mai."
,11 a 17 ' copra?'
,-40py boa, rdes and lose'
most any Itrytdof paper on,Clud.ng Overhitad !rankPornoes and labels
Call us tod ay.

•▪ Marjorie and Bill Major •
•
•
•
•
•
753-0880
•
•
•

American Society. of
Photogranunetry.
Kentucky also earned
an award at the meeting
as the state which has ad- •
ded the most new •
•
members to the rolls of •

' AVAILABLE

Captain D's.

Italian Spaghetti
Special
Onls
•ith Garlic Bread
Salad 40' Extra
69` Special For Ki4:1% 1
FInside Dining Only
Free Refills On Drini,s

-Ppresenting
American and International Traveltime

the Mid-South District.

FINAL WEEK

Southern States

All Merchandise

Still Going On
Till DeM9,1981
R8 Industrial Rd.

Call 753-0182
For Bulk Fertilizer

753-1423

Murray, Ky.

Give A Gift For The
Whole Family...
A Gift Certificate
From Gibson Ham Co.
They Can Select From:
Country Ham
Sausage
Pork Chops

Steak
Bacon
Frozen Vegetables

Guaranteed Tender
.Mrs Far Cretin, Wrappieg
it Freezing

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
Mom 753- 1601
NOUS -00-5:00 Sm.-M.

50°/0.80%

We 'Accept Food
WNW,

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."
m

OFF

Everything Will Be Sold At Some Price!

MAKE
AN
OFFER

BUILDING
AND
REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE OR LEASE

$125,000

And Don't Forger Gaon Will Ship A Christmas Ham
Anywhere In The U.S.A.

YOZ N. 24St.
MNOIT'll ITN
MAYrorlD
147 5911

PAGLIAM
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Technology Changes Carpets
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsleatures
Many home furnishings products are made today as they
were in the past. Furniture,
fabric, china and glassware
come readily to mind. But modern technology has played a
major role' m shaping presentday carpets and rugs.
So far, technology has
changed the preponderance of
carpeting from natural to manmade fibers, from woven construction to tufted and from a
sameness of texture to a variety, including cut pile, flat looks
and shag.
Despite the rapid technological changes which already have altered its product,
leaders of the carpet industry
predicted more changes to
come at a recent panel discussion in New York sponsored
by the National Home Fashions
League.
Marjorie Rhodes, a textile
stylist, predicted that new computer-controlled coloring and
patterning machinery will lead
to carpet that looks like an abstract painter's canvas.
Heretofore, multicolored carpet has been used mainly to
hide soil. But the new machinery which can apply as many
as eight colors in a soft or
hard-edged precise pattern will
lead to the use of multiple col-

ors for the sake of design, she
said.
The machinery, developed by
a Georgia machinery manufecturer, has been sold to at least
three large American carpet
mills and to two Canadian manufacturers and styling work has
already started on new carpet
designs, said the textile stylist.
Another prediction made at
the panel is that easily-installed
carpet tiles will replace roll
goods, especially in office and
other commercial installations.
Carpet tiles already account for
35 percent of the European
commercial market, but only a
very small portion of the American market, according to Norman Rosenblatt, a contractor.
The advent of flat electric
cable has made carpet tiles the
best choice in new and refurbished buildings, he said. The
cable, which is laid directly on
the floor, saves construction
casts. But its use precludes installation of rolled carpeting,
since cutting the carpet could
damage the cable and laying it
would prevent future access to
the cable.
The tiles, however, are installed without cutting and can
be picked. up and reset if the
cable must be moved or repaired."All of the five or six major
jobs we are working on are tile
projects," the contractor said.

TAPPAN MICROWAVE
COOKING
DEMONSTRATION
•

SEE
HOME
ECONOMIST
DORTHY
HEINZ
IN OUR
STORE

/

It seems likely that once carpet tiles are widespread in
commercial installations, their
use will spread to the home
since the distinction betvreen
commercial and residential
carpet is breaking down, according to the panel.
"A handmade oriental rug
took 15,554 hours to produce, tying each knot by hand. Yet, using modern machinery, we can
produce a good rug the same
size in 30 seconds," said Walter
Guinan, an industry consultant,
summarizing the contribution
technology has made toward
mass production.
Such technology has benefited
the consumer by keeping prices
down in comparison to other
consumer durables such as automobiles, added Guinan. And
it has changed the consumer's
expectations,said Ted Einstein,
partner in a New York area
carpet retail firm.
"Today's consumers think
more about quality- and less
about fads, yet they are looking
for wider and wider choices,"
said Einstein. He sees consumers as more intelligent
shoppers than they used to be.
"The old weight-price formula
(which says the - heavier the
carpet, the more people will
pay for it) no longer applies,"
he added.
Save Energy
last touch the inside of
a 'regular aluminum storm
door on a cold day, and
you'll feel how much heat
is lost through a standard
metal door. Valuable heat
flows around the metal and
through the hollow core.
A new kind of storm
door helps block heat now.
A high-density polyurethane
barrier separates the inner
and outer metal surfaces of
the door, while foam insulation fills the core.

..)

HOUSE
By ANDY LANG
AP Newdeatures
We are in an era where many
homeowners who decided to
sell their houses and move elsewhere have stayed where they
are and remodeled the -dwellings to suit their new tastes or
needs.
This is a development that
will continue while housing
costs and interest rates remain
high, although it must be admitted such costs and rates
have slowed down a little of
late. Of course, the cost of remodeling, unless you can do the
job yourself, is also high, yet
remodeling continues at a record pace simply because the
alternatives usually are unacceptable.
Millions of persons are remodeling even when they have
to make loans to do so, not only
because it's the one way to get
what they want, but because
they hope to get back a large
percentage of their money.
Many will do so, but a large
percentage won't.
If the prices of houses go
clown, OM* may wind up
buying the cheapest houses in a
neighborhood rather than those
with the most improvements. If
the prices of houses go up,
the owners of remodeled homes
will be getting, more money,
mostly because of the inflationary aspect rather than
because of the improvements
they made.
Yes, a house that is better
than most in the neighborhood
because it has been remodeled
will sell faster than the others,
but the extra amount it brings.
will be limited by the prices of
houses in the area. A $75,000
house with $25,000 worth of improvements is not likely to

2

A
1
"Ar1
get back part of the nioney but
not all of it, unless you are
lucky.
What usually influences a
prospective
ve purchaser is the
that have
been made. An attic flubbed
off into two bedrooms and a
With, for instance, will prove a
tremendous inducement to a
family needing extra sleeping
quarters. A homemaker who
lives In a house with a small
kitchen may find a remodeled
kitchen exactly what she wants.

bring ;100,000 unless it is in a
$100,000 neighborhood. People
who can afford a $100,000 price
tag want to live in an area
where other houses are of similar value. Should the houses in
the neighborhood appreciate, on
the average, from $75,000 to
$100,000, the improved house
may get $100,000 and even a bit
more — and will sell quicker
than the others — but this will
be due to circumstances over
which the owner has little control. In other words, expect to

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

UPPER PART OF
LIVING ROOM

s loped
Wart)

UPPER PART OF
WRING, ROOM

STORAGE

SAYLITE

SAYLITE

BEDROOM 2
16'x12'

ro,1

co

BALCONY

BEDROOM 3
12.4'xI0'8'

STORAGE
'

SECOND FLOOR

DECK

Thursday December 10, 12:00-7:00 p.m.
Friday December 11th 8:30-1:00 p.m.
Dorothy will concentrate on microwave cooking of
Hbliday Snacks & Treats.

Complete Line of Tappan
Microwave Stoves on Special
During the Cooking School
Starting
As Low As

Prices Good
While In Stock

llass

Steele & Allbritten
753-5341

Christmas Gift?

5 YEAR

WARRANTY

A gift that saves money (utility cost), looks so
elegant, and so comfortable — what could be
more sensible?

CONTEMPO SERIES

5 1 14 109

91155 doors

Sr DINING ROOM
12'4%13'4'

7, I
decorat,re
screen

PIG SEED
HALL

16% Pig Grower, Pellet
18% Starter Plus, ASP 250, Pellet
225% Pork Power Mix, Meal
40 % Hog Power
42% Pork Power Plus Supplement, Meal
15% Sow Power Med. Meal

1

i
Cie

FOYER

Tilt—

-ft-

DINETTE
Islar
'
sd
KITCHEN

:,

)

l",---

16.1r413.

Dairy Feed
16% Milk Booster, Mix
32% Dairy Hi Power, Pellet
1W:1-CAR GARAGE

I

Dog Feed
21% Handlers Choice
50 Lb. Plus 25 Lb.
Chicken Feed
16% Egg Ration Pellet
Mineral ,
Livestock Mineral
Master Mineral
37% Mineral Blocks

For each 100 lb. of feed bought get 25 lb. of dog food
or ono minor& Moth
REE

HA1133C
THIS CONTEMPORARY STYLE THREE-BEDROOM
HOUSE features sloped beamed ceilinged living and dining
rooms, a master suite and a good-sized kitchen. Two upstairs
bedrooms enjoy a balcony overlook. For more Information
write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to
architect Derick B. Kipp, 48 West 48th St., New York, N.Y.
10036. Plan HA1133C has 1,350 square feet on the first floor
and 670 on the second.

HOLIDAY SPECIAL 4
LISTED

LIVING ROOM
20'xIS'

MASTER BEDROOM
13'x18.9"

SO lb. Bog Feed Corn

UL

sliding olAss doors

Horse Feed
10% Ponderosa
12% Corral Complete

$199"

209 S. 3rd

Murray
Seed
Division
753-3023

10% Discount On An
New Tree Removals From
Now Until December 31st

FULLY INSURED
AND OVER 20 Y.
Of PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE

CONTEMPO SERIES

• Beautiful Finishes such as - Brass and White, Brass and
Brown, Antique Brass, Polished Brass.
Reversible and .Variable Speed for year-round use
• Wicker Blades FREE on somemodels
• Al! models are light adaptable and pre wired for easy
„

Before measuring sticky liquids like honey, pour oil
into the measuring cup, then rinse with hot water.

ATTENTION
Air Curedlobacco
Producers
Sale In Murray, Ky.
Starts Friday
December Mb,1981
Is. effort to

help the producers of dr cared
mimeo, The Memo Worehema Is loway, By.
hone lowered their charges. The Amen for tbe a
aired tobacco mkt. Ms year will he MN pw
Awned polish. _

Check 0.,thew And
" Give is A'Cal
PI AN TA 110N/ SU RIF

,PICANA SERIES

.1

Storting
As Low As

Farris Tobacco
Warehoess

$9-995

753-3462 Of 753-5411

Wholesale Electric.
Supply Company
306 E. Main 753-3361
1

Bover Tree Service
753-8536

Growers Floor
' Wareham.
75J-Jin

.

..,

f
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Your first stop for
- Christmas savings
Gift answers...
savings surprise!
4rier&.:0
) (A)

Punch Bowl Set
25 Piece

By Anchor Hocking, Arltngton destgn
$599

Revco's low, everyday
discount price
(B)

Clairol Crazy Brush
CB 2
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

(C)

$599

Master Maid iron

01441W
Revco's lovti--..;ryclay
discount price
(0)

Master Maid Coffeernaker
Makes 10 cups
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Hanna-Barbera
Children's Watches

$1499

See all your favorites on the face of your
watch. Yogi Bear, Scooby-Doo and more!
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$999

Great Dig
Activity
Dook
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

99
Sunbeam "Fresh 11 Air"
Air Cleaner #57-16
Revco's low, everyday
discount price $21.99

Clairol
Sonic Scrub muoc
Re0co's low,
$
499
, ISSATE30010
1LF"
evegday
discount price
P

Cuddle Wit
Hug-A-Dables
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

$1899

,oate turrns at r

ROVCO Discount Drug Conte,

First Alert Smoke
Detector eSA8OFC

Gillette Steam Facial
#0559
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

1299

$999

R•vco's low, everyday
discount price $15.99
LESS $3.00 MFR $
REBATE ONLY
P'<1
RINGO

robot* ton- a m • .
Dtsc ount D•ug (...maer

Holiday Favorites

$499
CIE
Cologne
Spray
2 fl oz
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

Strawberry
Shortcake Dogs
Asst. styles
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Faber's Snit 33 Otn $et
$849

Deodorant Spray 3.5 fl. oz.
Splash-on Lotion 3.5 fl. oz.
Revco's low, everyday $ 499
discount price

Christmas Continuous
Fold Papor
Jontue
Cologne
Spray

Texas Instruments
Little Professor
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

09226

lii oz

Revco's.low, everyday
discount price
Ammo..

$639

British Sterling
Collection am is.t
Cologne '4 fl oz., Aftershave
Hanctsoap 1.502
"
I fl oz
FillYCO'S
OVIKYdil $399
discount price

Revco reserves the right to limit quantities.

30 26Revco's low, everyday
discount price

994

Christmas Tags & Seals
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Christmas Sows zo
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Christmas 60-Lit. Sot
Revco's low, everyday $399
discount price

Items available while quantities last.

79,

500 Strand
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Copyright

694

29

1081 by Revco D.S., Inc.

Available ast all Revco DiscountaDrug Centers including:

net1 all

Bet Air Shopping Center

RE
VC
O
.v'ou can get
the

MURRAY

25
th
Licit,
.

753-8304

V

•
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Testimony in Trial Begins Monday

Accused Murderer Said She Would Get Even With Ex-Mayor
COLUMBUS,Ind.(AP)
— A witness has testified
that three weeks before
the fatal shooting of
former Evansville Mayor
Russell Lloyd,the woman
accused of the murder
said she intended to "get
even" with Lloyd and two
other officials.
As testimony began
Monday in the trial of
Julie Van Orden, 37, of
Evansville, Republican
precinct committeman
George Horn said he went

to her home to recruit her
as his vice committeewoman and she
related troubles she was
having with her
neighbors.
Horn said Ms. Van
Orden said she intended
to "get even" with Lloyd,
Vanderburgh Superior
Court Judge William
Brune and City Building
Inspector Joseph
Freeman over a houseshe was buying on con-

tract.
Horn said Freeman,
who has since died, loaned Ms. Van Orden $3,000
to build a garage. He
testified that she was
"very, very mad"
because during costruction, Freeman demanded
the money back.
A complaint was lodged
against her because her
house had no plumbing
and attempts were made
to close the alley near her

home. She was unable to
collect on a judgment she
received in Brune's court
against a man who struck
her pickup truck.
Horn said Ms. Van
Orden told him she had
worked for a night club
and Lloyd had her fired.
- According to Horn, she
said, "All politicians are
liars" and she intended to
"get even with the whole
bunch."
Horn said she referred

to no one by name in
threat but horn said he
assumed she meant
Lloyd, Brune and
Freeman.
He said he did not
believe she intended to
carry out any threat
because "when a person
gets riled up they'll say
anything."
Patrolman Jimmie
Gaines,the first police officer to arrive at the
Lloyd home after March
18, 1980, shooting, said he

found Mrs. Lloyd and her
children in the kitchen.
Gaines said Lloyd was
lying on the floor near the
door between the kitchen
and dining room and Mrs.
Uoyd had his head in her
arms. She told Gaines she
heard a woman and her
husband arguing and
then heard three shots.
Lloyd, who was not
mayor at the time, died
two days after the
shooting without regain-

ing consciousness. The
trial was moved here on a
change of venue motion
because of heavy pretrial
publicity.
Jurors also heard five
witnesses say they either
saw a woman matching
Ms. Van Orden's description prowling around .the
Lloyd home just before
the shooting or saw a
truck similar to her's.
Earlikr in the day,a the
judge denied a motion
Vanderburgh County

Prosecutor Jeffrey Lantz
seeking to have
psychiatrists who will
testify from hearing.
other testimony that
might result In reconsideration of their opinions.
Bartholomew Circuit
Court Judge Albert Silva
also overruled a defense
motion seeking to stop the
state from quoting a
transcript that the defendant allegedly wrote.

Louisville Mayor-Elect Begins To Sound Like Candidate Again
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP)
— Harvey Sloane, recently elected mayor of
Louisville, is sounding
like a candidate once
again after a trip to
western Kentucky.
Sloane, in Owensboro
on Saturday for a
meeting of the Kentucky
Sheriff's Association,
said that if he were governor he would support a

constitutional amend- against George Clark.
ment allowing sheriffs to
Sloane said he would
succeed themselves.
support sherriffs' succession without making any
Sloane, a unsuccessful note of his implied incandidate for governor in terest in the gover1979, has been prominent- norship.
ly mentioned as a possible candidate for the ofA constitutional
fice again in 1983 — amendment which would
although he tried hard to have allowed state conplay down any such in- stitutional officers — and
terest during his suc- sheriffs — to succeed
cessful mayoral race themselves. in office was

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Defeat
5 Chart
8 Thick slice
12 A Fitzgerald
13 Employ
14 Rabbit's
relative
15 Toiled
17 Tricks
19 Surfeited
20 Collect
21 — the Red
23 Barracuda
24 Dance step
26 Implied
28 Cloth
measure
31 Near
32 Cushion
33 Per person:
Abbr.
34 Soak
36 Fond
desires
_38 Farm animal
39 Name for a
Dublin lass
41 Loved one
43 Snake
45 Mountain
crest
48 More
flushed
.50 Stretch
51 Athena
52 Time gone by
54 Husband of
Gudrun
55 European
capital
56 Ares or Mars
57 Sow
DOWN
1 Smaller
2 Spanish pot
3 Lists of

soundly defeated in the
Nov.3 general election
despite the efforts of Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. on
behalf of the proposal.
Sloane said the sheriffs
would have been better
off if the issue of their
succession had been on
the ballot by itself. And
Sloane indicated that
Brown's support of the
issue did not help it.
"I don't think it was

your fault," he said.
"Once that thing got
started with the guy
(Brown) at the front,
there was no way to bring
down the profile."

year term.
Jefferson County
Sheriff Joe Greene
reminded the sheriffs
That Sloane was the only
major state-wide political
figure to speak to them.

Brown mounted a
massive — though unsucWhile introducing
cessful — media blitz in Sloane, Greene, who is
support of the amend- public relations director
ment which would have of the association, made a
allowed the governor to subtle slam at the Brown
run for a second four- administration.

MMWM NMI
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MYSTIC, Conn. (AP) Mystic Marine Life
— A baby whale, found Aquarium.
The 350-pound animal
shriveled "like a prune"
after it beached itself in a is a pilot whale, one of
snowstorm, is swimming more than 30 that beachagain and playing with a ed themselves during a
live squid it was given as 'snowstorm Sunday on
food, but scientists were Nantucket Island off
cautious about its Massachusetts. The
chances for survival.
whales apparently
Scientists today will became disoriented durconcoct a formula to feed ing the storm. Some went
the whale, probably con- back out to sea, but at
sisting of "heavy cream, least 13 died.
herring oil and
Islanders smeared the
vitamins," said Laura baby whale with
Kezer, director of vegetable oil and placed
development at the it in the back of a pickup

MIMI
WM
WWINIMM WARSAW, Poland
MIMI
MENU (AP) — Poland's ComMUM WM=
munist regime launched
MUM WNW= WWW a two-prong assault on
independent labor
WM
WWI
6111 the
movement, accusing
WNW WMIIIMW
Lech Walesa of calling
WW1111 MOWN
for the overthrow of the
WWII=
IMMO government and filing
charges against another
WIIIMMOW
top
Solidarity leader.
WM= WWII WM= PAP,
the official Polish
WM WEIN WM= news agency,
reported

to shield it from the fierce
winds. They later put the
whale back into the water
and led it to sea but,
disoriented, it kept returning to shore, said
George LaVigueur, an
aquarium scientist.
It is black, 7',/z feet long
and female. Scientists in
Mystic say it is not weaned, which compounds the
feeding problems, and it
probably is less than a
year old.
"She was like a prune
when we found her,"
LaVigueur said. The

the independent labor
federation's chief in the
Baltic port city of
Szczecin, Marian Jurezyk, had been charged
with "publicly ridiculing
and insulting" government officials last month.
It is the first time since
Solidarity was formed a
year and a half ago that
someone of Jurczyk's
prominence has been

charged.
The charge was based
on his comments that
members of the Sejm,the
Polish parliament, were
traitors and that some
people might have to be
hanged to solve the nation's problems.
Jurczyk's remarks
were published by the
Communist Party
newspaper Trybuna Ludu

NO,I DON'T THINK
THEY PAY AS LOELL
FOR NOON SONGS

whale probably was out
of water for 18 hours
before rescue efforts
began, he said. Scientists
say that can cause muscle and kidney damage.
The whale arrived at
the aquarium on a stretcher Monday afternoon,
after it was flown from
Nantucket to the GrotonNew London Airport and
placed in a refrigerated
truck for the 15-minute
ride to this seaport city in
eastern Connecticut.
"We're not optimistic
of saving her life, but

we'll give it our best
shot," Julie Quinn, the
aquarium's
spokeswoman.
"No one (here) has
ever successfully weaned
an unweaned whale,
dolphin or porpoise," said
the staff veterinarian,
Dr. J. Lawrence Dunn.
"Once we do get the
whale's physiological
workup — maybe it's an
infection — we can treat
that. But if we can't
devise a formula that it
will accept that is
nutritious, in a week or

Newborn Admissions
Lovett, Bay Girl
(Joyce), 114 W. 1st, Benton.
Colson, Baby Girl
(Carnetta), P. 0. Bx. 6,
Hardin.
Dismissals
Minnie A. Alexander,

IT MUST BE BORING TO BE A
FISH—NOTHING TO DO ALL DAY

before a meeting of the
Sejm. And on Monday,
four days before another
meeting of the Sejm, both
the newspaper and Warsaw Radio revealed a
speech by Walesa,
Solidarity's national
chief, in which he said
confrontation between
the union and the government "is unavoidable,
and the confrontation will

1208 4th, Hickman, Susan
E. Brockwell and Baby
Boy, 606 Dunlap, Paris,
Tenn., Rhonda Kay
Darnell and Baby Girl,
Rt. 1, Farmington,James
R. Buckingham, 1003 W.
4th, Fulton.
Charlotte A. Lamb, 55
Riviera, Murray, Elli
Moore, 307 N. 10th, Murray, Michael R. Brittain,
219 Riviera, Murray,

Council Revises Figures
DIDN'T I
ASK YOU
FORA SIDE
ORDER OF
ONIONS?

OH,
THAT'S
IR)&PT

NOW WHERE
DID I PUT
THOSE
ONION?

PRE_SH BAKED
APPLE

He said the whale was
under 24-hour watch.
Storms often cause
whales to beach
themselves.

social groups are with
take place."
Other Solidarity us," the head of the 9.5leaders scoffed at million-member union
speculation that charges told a closed session of
might be filed against union leaders last week.
Walesa also.
"But I made a
"There would be a war mistake...because I
if they touched Walesa," thought we would keep it
up longer, and then we
said one.
would overthrow these
"I wanted to reach that Sejms and (local governconfrontation in a natural ment) councils and so
way, when almost all on."

WASHINGTON(AP)—
The National Petroleum
Council says there is 20
percent more
economically
recoverable oil and
natural gas in the U.S.
Arctic than estimated by
the U.S. Geological
Survey.
A council report issued
Thursday said oil and gas
amounting to 44 million
- barrels of oil are believedto exist in Alaska north of
the Brooks Mountains

and in the offshore area
north of the Aleutian
Islands.
The council, an advisory group appointed
by Energy Secretary
James Edwards, urged
the federal government
to grant leases of "a
sufficient amount of
acreage" and 10 years in
length — twice the
normal time — to justify
the expense of operations
in the Arctic.

Lynette C. Archie, 908 E.
Blythe, Paris, Tenn., Edward M. West, 1513
Dudley, Murray.
William 0. Presson, Rt.
6, Murray, Troy B. Webb,
Rt. 1, Central City, Cathy
R. Buchanan, Rt. 6, Murray, Joetta Johnson, Rt.
7, Mayfield, W. P. Hurt,
Rt.4, Murray.
Karen P. Milby, Rt. 4
Bx. 209, Murray, Floyd J.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Deputy Commerce Secretary George
Clarke has sold his interest in Omni Air Inc., a
Louisville firm which
holds a state contract to
provide transportation
_services.
,
Clarke, a Louisville
businessman, was appointed to the state position last-week and said
before taking office that
he would divest himself of
his Omni holdings to
avoid a potential cpflict
of interest.
Clarke's interest in
Omni amounted to 6.5

724-Nrh•IONO

GOOR00..CRIME
OF MAI*MAN ,OPIUM
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percent of the company,
which he sold for "81 and
other considerations" to
an undisclosed buyer,
Commerce Cabinet
counsel Bill Cull said
Monday.
Una'er state law, an
agency official may not
own more than 5. percent
of a company which transacts business with, the
state.
Clarke's lawyers are
drafting documents to
close the deal, Cull said,
adding that Clarke will
not use an Omni aircraft
on state business until the
sale is finalized.

Long, 19 Riviera, Murray, Clyde H. Roberts,
P.O. Bx. 424, Murray,
Vernon Anderson, 2006
College Farm Rd., Murray.
Hazel P. Henderson,
Rt. 2, Murray, Thelma L.
Brown, Rt. 7 Bx. 563,
Murray,Sanova B. Dodd,
809 S. 16th, Murray,
Marie G. Carter, 939 S.
6th, Mayfield.

MIER
2. NOTICE

2 NOTICE

HITACHI
Dolby

• FM AU stereo receiver with flywheel ming
• Magnetic cartridge • Power output is Nets per
channel mm RMS at 8 duns from 70 Hi 17100
with no more Man 3% Total Harmonic Distortion
• Frontioad fight side up cassette record/olar
back deck • Easily temovathe -damned cassette
nod • Twenty LIDS lor record,daybed mom
tding • Bell dive automatic record clumps with
awing anti skate aid programmable record selec
tieofliree war 23 inch Inn bass reflection
*Ater system won 8 inch dual cone 'tooter and
2 inch tweeter •

Clarke Sells Omni Interest

774 ,

two it'll succumb
anyway."
The animal whined as it
was placed in a small,
round tank. But in a few
hours it was swimming
on its own. Three
workers, waist deep in
water, had walked beside
the animal, keeping it
breathing and moving,
Dunn said.

Hospital Reports
12-3-81
Adults 169
Nursery 5

4

"With all this jargon
about running government like a business,let's
not forget who our bosses
are," Sloane continued.
"The people are the ones
we work for."

Assault On Polish Labor Movement Launched

'OU'RE SUPPOSEP TO
SING BRIGHT CHEERFUL
SONGS EVERY MORNING
TO HELP PEOPLE START
THEIR PAY...

-

business," Sloane said in
an apparent reference to
Brown's oft-rer)eated
phrase."But it can be run
in a business-like manner.

Scientists Remain Cautious About Whale's Survival

candidates
Asswer to %May's Peak
.
4 Rescuer
5 Mire
UMW
OUULI OUU
6 Conjunction
MGM IMMO UUU
7 Zing
COMO UUUMUOU
8 Mortification
UMUUU UUUU
9 Woolly
10 Clumsy boats UUUU DO DUU
UU0 MUUUUU OU
11 Girl's nick,
UUU 100 OU UUU
name
EM =CUM UUU
16 Redact
18.Carried away
UUM EU CUM
with joy
MOO UOUUOU
22 Type of
WOUIDOU0 COMO
chicken
UOU MUD CUM
23 Took one's
UOU MUM UUUU
part
24 Equality
25 Had a snack 38 Invent
46 Baked clay
27 Beret
40 Fort of a sort 47 Wife of
29 Zodiac sign 42 Tapestry
Geraint
30 Ordinance
43 Desert
49 Tattered
35 Hay spreader
dweller
cloth
36 Lease
44 Erase, in
50 Turf
37 Chair
53 Proceed
printtng

THANK
YOU

"If a lot of people had
had foresight like they
now have hindsight, there
might be a different horse
in the barn in Frankfort,"
Greene said.
Sloane also made some
pointed remarks about
the Brown administration
without mentioning
names.
"I don't think government can be run like a

Many Models To Choose From.
amow

C Emit
SDT-94115

• Pfnlirl 01/10U1 6 17 watts per
channel min RPAS
Ai 8 Mes No 4011; 201tH, with no more man
R% HID • 111N AC. house curler)!
, ,i•
lune!' • 'Mai Cr0 raw capatniev • 2
Pu((in'n(' speaker SySiefn • nOIN-nOcSe
• Dignal iraSsi one, .

Lay Away Far
Christmas

We Sinks Only

World Of
Sound

Open Saaglays
222 Se. 124 733-510

^
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2. NOTICE

NOTICE
Will clean gut
ters and do
yard work. Call
after 5 p.m.
759.9638. Ask
for Carl.
Get Reedy Fe, The
Ilsidey Some
Rental Suggestions: Roll Away
Beds

AWrrey Rental
Sake
Center
MIL
53-8201

Vic con mole and
frame your art prints
W:
.h0,
, ,e non glare ond
regular gloss

Carter
Studio
753-8298
300 Main

Pointing Children
In The Right Direction 7594444; Bible Story 7594445.

*

Mirrors For Christmas M
& G Complete Glass Co.
has a complete line of
frames and custom cut
mirrors. We do picture
framing & cut glass table
tops. We custom make
gun cabinets show cases
and display cases. Install
auto glass window glass
and plate glass. Repair
storm windows stdrm"
doors and patio door
glass. M & G Glass'816
Coldwater Road. 753-0180
or 753-2798.
Santa Suite Rental Mr.
Tuxedo 310 East Main 759$73.
Mature lady to live with
retired lady 753-8648.
Do your ChrisrmasITiopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe•repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

&LOST & FOUND

24 MISCELLANEOUS

Black and tan beagle with
a white tip on its tail. Lost
in Harris Grove area. Call
753-5519, 753-6219 or 7534370. Has no collar.
Lost-heavy herring bone
chain gold bracelet. Lost
while shopping in Murray. Reward offered for
it's return. Call 474-2717

6. HELP WANTED
Fine Part -Time
Opportunity - Earnings
of over $3.35 per hour for
a part-time position. Serving greeting cards and
gift wrap departments in
a area Retail Store.
Available to responsible
homemaker living in the
area of US Hwy. 641
North. Please send a brief
resume including your
telephone number and
this ad to: P. 0. Box 410
Taylorville, Ill. 62528.
Cosmotologist,3 yeiers experience, professional,
mature, goal oriented,
• ••
personality, solid
ackgrouncUn perm and
color. High income potential. 753-2266.
"
Apparel Sales. Immediate, permanent job
with morning tours. Must
have apparel sales experience. Apply in person: MINNENS Olympic
Plaza 1-5 p.m. daily.

14K diamond ring, men's
1 Ct., 7 stone, 4 men's and Trailer for rent. See
women's gold rings. Fine Brandon Dill at Dill's
glass, clocks, copper 'Trailer Ct. No calls
design plates, many please.
quality gift items' Low
prices. Need- cash. Leo,
753-9898.

Will do babysitting in my
home. 753-9417.

14. WANT TO BUY

,

White-faced hereford
calves, weaned. Can
either be red or blade
Call 753-8539.
•
WANTED
Baby Shoes to be bronzed.
Call 1-443-5926 from 8 a.m.
to 10 p.m. We pick up your
shoes and give you 'a
receipt.

HOME FURNISHINGS

V. MUSICAL

WANTED

hike op payments on
like new piano.

CLAYTONS
753-7575

Nice 2 bedroom brick
with large utility,
dryer
washer.
refrigerator, air condi
boner, shady lot and
garden spot. Married
couples only. Reasonable
rent tor young couple with
proper references and
deposit. 492.8594 after 6
p.m.

BUSINESS RENTALS
•
Waal
Warehouse
Storage Saute
2 bedroom all electric
Per Rest
home in Murray. $150
Month, $100 deposit. 753
753-47581

1 year old traditional sofa
$275.00 entertainment
center $150.00. Call 759
1831 after 5 p.m.
- AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc
sq. ft. building
Reasonable 436 2566.
formerly occuppied by
Dishes N Things in DixRent a fluffy furry Santa ieland Shopping Center on
Suit from the Kappa Chestnut. Days call 753
Department and surprise 7972 nights call 753-3018.
someone this Christmas.
Office or commercial
Call 753-8233.
space. Approximately
Firewood seasoned oak 1400 sq. ft. A-1 location.
and hickory will cut to Kopperud Realty 753order. Bulk rates 1222.
available. Call 753-7300 or
753-7585.

9129.
_
2 bedroom refrigerator
stove dishwasher furnish
ed. 121 South New Con
cord area. Phone 436 5606
after 12:00 noon
3 bedroom house in Almo
Heights $275.00 month
Phone 753-8411.
Enjoy beautiful
Christmas. Pine Bluff
Shores. Completely furnished $200.00 month
$100.00 deposit. 759-1074
753-2649.

.11;.APTLF_pa RENT

SEASONED FIREWOOD
Mixed hardwoods 18" 24" availab/e, $27.50 a
rick delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.

Upstairs 2 bedroom
apartment near
downtown. Water and
heat furnished. Call in
afternoon 753-4645.

Firewood
Order now. and burn
seasoned wood this winter
436-2758.

One bedroom furnished
apartment 1 block from
campys. No pets. Water
furnished. $140 per
month. Available Dec. 30.
Call 753-1203,

SITUATION taLTILQ.

Attention MDE and WBE
sub-contractors and suppliers. We are preparing
a bid to be submitted Dec.
17, 1981 on Waste Water
System facilities in Murray ,
Ky. We are
soliciting sub bids on the Washer dryer. -753-0886
following work: earth after 5 p.m.
fence work,
work,
landscaping
paving,
3 piece antique bedroom
piping,
precast con- suite,$100. Call 753-0817.
crete,
paneling,
resil int
ceramic tile,
painting,
flooring,
8 piece drum set $200. Call
plumbing. HVAC and
753-6265.
electrical plans and
specifications may be ex- Upright piano, cheap, 436amined at our office or
several other locations. If 5454.
interested in any of this
work please contact us at
once at Service Construction Co. P. 0. Box 40646
Nashville,
Tn. 37204,
Responsible party to
Phone 615-255-3161,

14 Kt. Opel Pendants,
Kepler $139.00
NOW $39.95
One Group Dimmed
Rigs...
$39.95
$49.95
$59.95

28.MOBILE
HOME RENTALS

Fork lifts new and used
complete line of lifts for
every purpose. Datsun
$180 Per Week Part Time and others. If you need a
at Home. Webster, Ain give us a call 502-247America's foremost dic- 4049.
tionarY company needs Slabs for sale bundled or
home workers to update banded. You haul or we
local mailing lists. All will haul in 100 bundle
experience un- lots. Call Shomaker
ages,
necessary. Call 1-716-8.42- Lumber Co. McKenzie
6000. Ext.5112.
Tn. 901-352-5777, 7 to 5
after 5 901-352-3632 also
Couple needed to take Sawdust.
care of elderly man in his Wood
for sale
a
home. 753-1634.
rick. Call 489-2101 or 4149-,
•
Small super market in exRiders to Mafffeld, mid- cellent condition
nights to 8 a.m. shift. Call . Mayfield, Ky. 42066 502247-1461 or 247-5961 after
759-4011 after 6 p.m.
730 p.m.
Will babysit in my home.
Experienced and Kenwood KRC 511 casette
receiver, Kenwood KGC
references. 753-9952.
737 grafic equalizer, Amp
Will do housework. Call car stereo. Call 492-8659.
Claudia 436-2510.

111E 31F
aI X
13. REAL ESTATE
HOUSES FOR RENT -41 REAL ESTATE

Firewood for sale, $20
rick deliveeed. Call 4374731.
Custom made rifle case,
slings, leather clothing.
Murray Leather Shop,
Dixieland Center. 7599633.

Rent with option to buy
new 3 bedroom log home
21 2 miles west of Murray
No singles, no pets,
references required, first
and last months rent. Call
713-6774 between 9-5 and
753-6855 after 6:00.

Nice 1 bedroom furnisher]
apartment near university and shopping center.
Reasonably priced. 7533949.
-

older or
Wanted
graduate female student
to share house, very
reasonable expenses. Call
2 or 3 bedroom furnbished 759-4011 after 6 p.m.
apartment on Olive St. No
pets lease and deposit. 3 bedroom brick in the
country $225.00 per month
Call 753-9208 after 4 p.m.
436-2166.
Furnished apartments effi
ciency i or 2 bedroom. Zim
merman Apts. S. 16th 7536609.

2 bedroom furnished
house in country. Garden
spot and water furnished.
753-7671.

Duplex 2 bedroom near
university. Quiet setting. One bedroom house in
$210.00 monthly. Call 753- Lakeway Shores. Partly
furnished, water furnish8096.
ed. Call 753-6123.
Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment Unfurnished house for
$175.00 per month. Call
rent. Stove, refrigerator,
Spann Realty Associates
water and sewage fur753-7724
•
nished. Close to hospital.
1 bedroom furnished Prefer couple. 753 1450.
apartment for adults.
New paint and drapes. 2 38. PETS SUPPLIES
blocks from hospital. No
Labrador Retreiver pup
pets. Lease and deposit
AKC champion sired.
required. Call 753-9208 pies
Paradise Kennels 753
after 4 p.m.
4106.
2 bedroom furnished or
unfurnished apartment. Dachshund . puppies for
sale, 7 weeks old, no
753-8730 before 5 p.m.
papers. 474 2325.
753-6965 after 5 p.m.

Two bedroom apartmea,
for rent, range, oveae
refrigerator, dishwasher,,
Full length leather coat, Jisposa I, washer and,
fake fu:- capes, other dryer hookup, air, carpet.
items. Sweater sets (size No pets. One year lease
12). Call 753-3073 after a,425 deposit required.
225 Jer month. Phone
5:30.
7532&22or 753 3865.
_
Wood, cut up slabs, $17. a 2 bedroom unfurnished
rick. Call 753-8526.
duplex with stove
refrigerator
Six gun solid maple dishwasher and disposal.
cabinet. $125. Call 436
Extra nice in Westwood
2124 or 436-5810.
Subd. Heat pump with low
utilities $250.00 month 7533742 before 4:00 p.m. or
305 792 5565 after 4 p.m.

_Dachshund out Of
registered breed. 901 247
5580.

Bobby-Mac car seat like
new,$30. Call 489-2818.

26 TV RADIO

Large
Selection
Used TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

CLAYTONS
753-7575-

27,4MOBILE
HOMES SALES
Mobile home for sale or
rent. Located in Puryear.
? Bedroom completely
furnished. Sale price
rent $200.00
$7 000.0Q.
monthly plus deposit. 901247-5357.

AKC German Shepard pup
pies 28 champions 5 genera
tions. Also guard dogs.
Registered American
Eskimo Spitz puppies 502
554-2153.
Six month old Black
Great Dan-e, full
pedigree, cropped ears,
fulty obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 753,6527.

1 bedroom furnished
apartment available. No
children or pets. Call 7533913 after 5 p.m

23, EXTERMINATING

3. CARD QF THANKS

FOUND

24. MISCELLANEO S

28,MOB IL E
HOME RENTALS

NEWTON ANNOUNCES

Early Buyer Specials
Save
order youir Soles Promotion items now.
1983 Calendars, 1983 Pociet Planners, Key Teets,
Giftwore, Book Matches.
For delivery nest Nov.-Dec. Pay in los, 1983:Ho
price increase pooroneoed. /onus Morcluestisse.
Coll Pones 604/0C - 436-2850.

43, REAL ESTATE

1 room efficiency apartment, $90. Located at corner of 16th and Olive St.
across from university.
Call 753-4793.
We manage property for
others. Have 2 garage
apartments also 2 furnished mobile homes. Coleman Real Estate 7539898.

Equal Housing 1 and 2
CAR STEREO
bedroom apartment. Call
Pioneer,
Kenwood
Murray Manor' 753-8668.
Marantz
Mitsubishi.
Sanyo
Professional inEfficiency one or two
stallation. Sunset
bedroom Zimmerman
Boulevard Music Dix:
ieland Center Chestnut St. 1971•Richardson 12x60 two Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.
central air
bedro6m
753-0113.
Furnished 1 bedroom
un
and heat (gas)
Olympic Plaza
Selmer Flute • like knew furnished. 753-3142 apartment near
753-7113
1125.00 753-0964.
daytime after 5 p.m. 753- downtown Murray. Call
-753-4109 or 436-2844.
JAC4
Watkins specials black
pepper vanilla menthol
Very nice 14 x 70 Schultz
1 bedroom furnished
camphor Ointment.
Homestead all electric, 3 apartment air condition.
Trevor or Geraldine
bedroom house. Call 7533139. Located on
Mathis 753-8284.
Carpeting, partially fur121 north next to
nished, central heat and
fairgrounds.
air, 10 x 12 , wooded
sundeck, underpinning, 33. ROOMS FOR RENT
Thanks to all our friends
storm windows, steps, Boys. Large private room
and neighbors who visited
antenna, 250 amp service, with kitchen facilities I/2
or brought food during the
$10,500. Call 435-4117 for block from campus. Call
recent death of our loved
appointment.
one; Hazel Hill. Also a
753-1342.
special thanks to Rev. R.
1975 14x70 mobile home Rooms for rent 1 block
and
Mr.
L. Dotson and
all electric, 3 bearooms from university 753-1812.
- Mrs. Jimmy Wilson. -central, heat e-nd 4ir ex
75"3 6933.
Collie Hill and Family.
cellent condition. Located
in FoxsMeadows Tr. Pk. 34 HOUSES FOR RENT
753-6815 after 1 p.m.
1974 Olds 88 Royale, 2
Two bedroom cottage, livLost: black and tan door, excellent condition.
10x55 2 bedroom trailer ing room, kitchen, full
Doberman" downtown 1977 Olds 88 Royale, 4
Almo. Call 753east,
of
bath. Located at Paris
area. Should be dragging door, one owner, low
3320,
Landing on the Coast
chain. If found please call mileage. 1971 VW exGuard Road. '$125.00 a
after 5 p.m. 753-6977.
cellent condition, extra
month plus utilities.
7 month old female nice. 1976 Honda CB 125 S
Deposit required. 502-436
Australian Shepard. low mileage. R X 73 Mit
.5353•
Black with gray feet. Lost subishi cassette AM FM 2 bedroom furnished
mobile
home.
$150._
per
bedroom house, full
near Shady Oaks. Reward car stereo. Hoover
offered. Call 753 8099 or upright vacuum cleaner. month, $75. security basement, Kirksey Rd.
deposit. No pets. Call 753
Call after 40 m 753 1631
Call 753 4575 after 6 p.rn.
753 0227.
4808.

GOLD &
SILVER INC.

12 week old AKC
Labrador Retrievers only
3 left. Will hold until
Christmas. Call 753-4498.

PRICE JUST
REDUCED
On this attractively remodeled 3
begkroom home.
Central gas furnace very economical utilities,
good location mil
quiet street. Now
offtred at only
828,500. Hope is
vacant and ready
for immediate occupancy. Owner
trinsferred and
must sell. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
FOR SALE
LARGE
COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
8000 square foot
concrete block
building in like
new condition.
Central heat and
air, loading dock,
front display showroom area,
offices, and large
warehouse area.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty
for all details.

2 bedroom mobile home,
quiet neat covet. Single
$75.., couple $85. 753 8216
after 5p.m.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

Near Murray 2 bedroom
completely furnished with
regular house furniture
washer t v and other ey
tras No pets 759 1305

225 L. P. Miller St.(Awns Frs. commit,catirso

bedroom trailer near
Murray no pets.
nice
489 2611

Opole Moors

7 bedroom, 1140 Itr.indi's
1r ek /St 8411

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts-41.00
Mom., Tues., Thers., Fri., Set.
8-12 - 753-3/.3

alma!)
753-1222

12100.00 down Take over
reasonable payments and
this 2 bay shop with 2 1
bedroom apatments will
be yours Let that shop
you've always wanted be
yours. Call Spann Realty
Assoc 753 7724

31
E)
4

U'Sirrrirm.

1977 Toyota Celtca 4 speed
like new 45000 miles Call
753 8296
1978 Camero white black
irtenor V I automatic. air
rally wheels radial tires
spoiler 1-4200 00 753 1480

Om your hook woo4
1981 Datsun 5 speed over
FOR SALE
economical housing? Witham
drive AM FM cassette air
42 ACRES
stallimg Ms1onco of schoof?
1.41100 00 Call between 8 4
Near Kentucky
WiM two bedrooms ow/ two
762 2401 after 7 p m 751
Lake in the
9819
• baths) low maintonanco
Ledbetter Church
and oineatint quality?
o
7976 Cadillac Seville
pwe of loss Mon 116,0001
community is this
Silver on silver 42000
Mon coN 753-14142 tow,
miles loaded Call 753choice parcel of
after hilts 753-0187.
7441 or 753 8218
wooded acreage.
Owner financing
available - very attractive terms. Offered at $27,500.
•
1 ii
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty
MEM WS,KAIAK )
for directions and
1200 Sycol.ore
Nur.* Kiw•ucir 42071
all other details.
1977
(502.1253 1492
ATTENTION
Ford
VETERANS
Granada
Just listed this 3 77717Ts FOR SALE
Ghia.
bedroom home
property ,
ha Valu13111.11
1
2 miles 3 acres wooded
located 3/
Kirby Jennings Trail
northwest of Mur- area, close to lake Ask
Good
condition,
ray on the Penny
ing $2750. 753 6054
Road. Assume this
cledn, good family
Approximately 44 acres
10'12 percent VA
on corner of Penny Rd
car. Asking 12,311.
and Spring Creek church
loan with very low
Call 7534121 alter 5
road Call 489 2415
down payment and
monthly payments 45 FARMS FOR SALE p.m.
including taxes
Secluded 5 acre farm with
and insurance are
brick home and large 1972 MG red with black in
approximately
barn. $.2.5-00O-00 Ca
-444-9 lerior, perfect condition
8275 per month.'01 p m. 759 1644
753 0708 767 4761
bred at only
1977 white Grand Prix with
46. 1-K=F0E
-=. red
C29,000 through 6top low mileage ex
Kopperud Realty, Older 8 room house with 2 cellent condition loaded
baths, large lot Priced to $3250 Call 436 2682 after 5
phone 753-1222

For
Sale

_

-

Take This .
Home...Piet:4e!
No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
been transferred
from Murray to
Oinaha..He's leaving behind an
assumable loan.
Poor guy! We've
got every confidence this home
will sell within the
month. Three
bedrooms with
delightful decor,
beamed ceiling
greatroom, practical utility and
fenced yard proup vides home for
your family. Dial
753-1492 now.
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN
or maybe even
closer
Row cropping,
livestock or a cpmbination of both tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing house, year
round spring-fed
creek runs through
the propirty into a
30-acre water shed
lake. Oh yes,
ladies, there is a
four bedroom
brick home
pampered by its
owners. What
.more could you
ask? How 'about
financing you say?.
We have that also
on this 293 acre
country 'estate.
Dial 753-1492 for
your personal
brochure on this
estate. After hours
dial 436-2166.
,
1.
LORETTA INS, IEEKTIS(P)
rxxi Syr orr•ore
Murray Kentucl.y 1/071
(502)753 i4v2

Pordom & Thorsen
Insurance
Reel Estate
Sortbside Coon Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
PRICED FOR QUICK
SALE Three bedroom
home in town on large
lot. 150 x 106. This home
is neat and clean ready
to move in. Insulated
garage and fenced
backyard. Ideal invest
ment property convenient
to stores: could be zoned
commercial Talk to us
For
about financing
more information call
SPANN REALTY
ASSOCIATES 753 7114.

rely
"
!
•••••••••••TIM

Office Coes, te Coast
arrers Brew Everywhere
lelisele Service Since 19911
1912 Coldwater Reed
Kerrey, Reidecky 421171
(1112) 113 11186
Ariyiews
let i RIMINI
t

pended

••••=1=11.

sell. Call 753 3593.

pm

2 bedroom house, garage
and storage building
Nice lot 9)10 acre with
goodi well. Located 4.2
miles out at Stella Price
$14,000 $1,500 down
balance monthly at 103a
percent interest. Call 489
2595.

1977 Oldsmobile
12500 00 753 9400

House for sale in Canter
bury 753 0738.
Assumable and af
fordable
Like new 2
bedroom with great
room, lots of cabinets in
the kitchen, garage, heat
pump, fenced in yard
Call owner at 753 8469 or
Shroat-Waldrop Realty
759 1707
House for sale by owner
L 9nn Grove Browns
Grove Hwy. Newly
decorated inside and out.
New wiring, plumbing
and floor covering 753
0670
New 3 bedroom, 7 bath,
built in appliances Must
sell 130, 000 Call 489
2670
Unique log home three
bedroom, central gas
heat with full basement.
Assumable loan. Call
Pu'rdom 8. Thurman
Realty 753 4456
3 bedroom brick house
carpet throughdet,
2
bath, large living room
and den, 2 car garage
with large storage room
Call X89 2145 or 753 839.1
1 1 2 story 1 acres Ashley
wood heater Will sell
'ease or rent. You must
see this one Coleman
Real Estate 753 9898
3 bedroom brick house
carpet throughout 2 bath
large living room and den 2
car garage with large
storage room Call 489 2145
or 753 2493

47 MOTORCYCLES
1980 110 tijC Honda 3
wheeler mint condition
1650 2 wheel motorcycle or
utility trailer $150 Call 753
9507 after 6 p m
Honda 1980 750 Custom
windshield engine guards
adjustable back rest like
new condition $2085 00
1978 Honda Hawk 400 like
new S995.00. /06 Willow
Dr. Mayfield Ky. 147 7541
Bob Watts.
Custom made leathei
packets, trousers, hats
Minor shoe repair Mur
ray Leather Shop, Dix
'eland Center 759 9633
1973 Kawasaki 450 MX
$300 Also 1980 Yamaha
175 IT $100 Will sell both
for $900 Call 354 6278

4

door

1980 Model AMC
Concorde 4 door
sedan, one owner,
low mileage, like
new.

Purdom
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406W. Mein Strom
753-5315
1963 Ford Fairlane 21
miles per gallon good con
dition. 437 4945

•

'15

rofessiOn
1
paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings, lop, sides
Commercial or
residential Call Tremor+
kerns 759 1917
Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning Vacuum clean
ed from your driveway
Industrial, residential.
or commercial. 24 how
service Carl 753 5933

Automobile macpanic
will do work on automatic
and all gasoline engine°
trucks. All work done
guaranteed. Call 437 446
MO-BILE HOME
ANCHORS underpinn
mg, roof's sealed, patio
awnings, and house type
roofs for mobile homes
753 1873 lace Glove(
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years ex
perience Carpentry
plumbing
cncrete
roofing
sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates
Days 474
2359° nights 474 2276
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim Aluminum trim
for brick houses. Jack
Glover 713 1873
Don't put off getting your
favorite sofa or chair
reupholstered because of
the tong wad for its
return. We offer one week
service Also
take ad
vantage of our year end
speciat Say you saw this
ad and save $50 00•on any •
sofa and .chair combina
bon Bill's Upholstery 104
S -13th.
K & K StumpStormy al
Do you need stumps
removed from yotir yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 14" below
the ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips Call
'or free estimate. Bob
<env 435 4343 or Bob
temp,. Jr 435 4319
:or your lime hauling arid
lime spreading white rock
gravel sand coal hauling
call 753 4545 or see Roger
Hudson located 10 miles
east on Hwy 44

APPLIANCE SERVICE
K ENMORE,
WHIRLPOOL,
WESTINGHOUSE
70
years experience. Bob
50 USED TRUCKS
by Hopper, Bob's Ap
80 GMC Van conversion, pliance Service 203 S 5th
Fully customized with St 753 4812 or 753 8886
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
couch (converts into Need work on your trees'
Topping, pruning, shop
bed), rally wheels
custom paint and cap ing, complete removal
tains chairs. 13,000 miles. and more Call BOVER'S
TREE SERVICE,for pro
Reply to 75°35014.
fessional tree care 753
Surplus Jeeps, Lars, and 8536.
Trucks available Many
sell for under 170000 Call Will sharpen hand saws
312742 1143 Ext 2641.for chain saws and skill saws
information on how to Call 753 4656.
purchase
paneling
Carpenter
51 CAMPERS
etc 30 years experience
1917 Midas Motor Home 436 2253
12000 miles
30 ft
generator 2 roof air
microwave $16000 or best
offer 474 8038

SERVICES OFFEREQ
Tree trimming and
removal. Hedges and
shrubs Firewood
753
5476 _

ROOFING
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
References. AN work
guaranteed. Free
olI 759Estimates.
1859 or 753,6591.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates
call 753 2310
Guttering by Sears. Searf
continudus gutters install
ed per your specifica
tions. Call Sears 153.1310
for free estimate

Almelo Sonia Cs.,
slain al viryi
custom trim work.
Menaces. Cali, Will El
laity, MAO.

Fence sales at Sears now
Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimate for your
needs
Roofing Hot Tar and
Gravel Reofs Ask about
S year guarantee Roofs
coated cold or hot ap
plications shingle-roofs
removed and replaced
Complete roof and deck
ing removed and replac
ed. Roll roofing
fiberglass shingles in
stalled on straight 4x12
roof $33 50 Labor and
materral
All work
guaranteed the proles
sionals Yates Roofing Cn
642 0158 call collect.

‘
Awitatusei4

2

1973 Ford station wagon,
351 V 8, automatic, good
tires, good condition 753
9181, 753 8114

AUTO REVERSE FM/AM CASSETTE
• 8 station preset pushbutton tuning
• 10 watts/channel into 4 ohms from 4010 20KHz
1 0% T M.D.
• Precis/on auto reverse tape transport
• Dolby N R system andope E 0 switch
• Separate base. treble !Ad loudness controls
• Preamp RCA pin jack outputs
• Output cable for remote power antenna
Dimenshons:
7"Wx13
/
4"14x6"0
(180 x 44 x 150 mm,)
WeigM: 4 lbs (1 8 kg )

1978 Z28 Camero btack
with gold pin stripes, air
conditioned, console,
automatic, tilt wheel,
power door locks, brand
new tires, $5000 stereo
Call anytime
system
Mon Fri 762 1218

XS-66
6 x 9 3-WAY SPEAKER

49

usn CARS

1978 Toyota Land Cruiser,
hardtop, warn winch Call
-7531118
1976 Pontiac Safari sta
non wagon, good condi
tion 753 8114

-

1981 Olds Cutlass
Supreme Brougham, 2
dodr hardtop, air condi
lion, factory AM FM
cassette stereo with 4
speakers, wire wheels,
9,000 actual miles Call
/St 8118.
1961 Stud,-baki,r best offer
753 6165

Sony, The Con Stereo You Con Ii Proud Of:
"Oh Yes, I hove o Sony" oisly at the,

1979 Buick Regal V.16
engine 41000 miips goat Q,is
mileage le800 Call 187 ?SR/

Where Quality CounAtio241.
11
.1h St.

World of Sound
Layaway Now For Christmas

V

1WAILABLE

All you(plumbing and air
conditioning needs Also
do carpentry, painting
roofing and concrete All
work done to satisfaction
753 2211

1979 Volkswagen Rabbit 4
door, custom, air, AM
FM gtereo, excellent con
dition 753 5519

IIIMMOSIVMSIMMOTIMMIIMMEN=W

1

SERVICES OFFERED -

•
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Obituaries

Fire Investigation To Be Concluded
poenaed by a federal
grand jury for Dec. 14.
Robert Koressel, the
club's social director,
said he and at least five
other members of the
club received subpoenas
to- appear before the
panel in Indianapolis.
Telephone calls to the
Indianapolis office of the
U.S. attorney were not
returned.
A broadcast report last
week by an Indianapolis
television station said
ATF officers in
Washington obtained a
signed confession from
the person responsible for
Canter's estimate coin- the Sept. 15 fire. That percides with a report that at son implicated two club
least six members of the members in an alleged
club have been sub- arson-for-profit venture,
EVANSVILLE, Ind.
(AP) — The investigation
into the explosion and fire
which destroyed the
Evansville Rugby Club's
headquarters should
wind up later this month,
according to a federal investigator.
Jim Canter, local agent
in charge of the federal
Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms,
said results of the investigation should be
turned over to U.S. Attorney Sarah Barker
"before Christmas at
least."

the report stated.
Koressel said he doubts
any club member's were
involved in the incident
and said the report of a
signed confession is a
ploy by investigators.
-I think they are just
shaking the bushes to see
if any rabbits run out,"
Koressel said.
Local rugby players
had developed an attachment to their clubhouse,
which he called a
"showplace," Koressel
said.
We lost too many
memories and feelings of
good times when that
clubhouse burned, and I
don't think any club
member could have burned what we had," he said.

Koressel said the fire
destroyed pictures and
trophies that insurance
mOney could not replace.
If he found club
members were involved,
Koressel said he would
"take a shot at them."
Paul DeAtley, a claims
supervisor with the Indianapolis office of the
Home Insurance Co. of
New York, said a $50,000
partial payment on the
$125,000 insurance claim
has been made to the
club.
Further payments,
however, are being
withheld pending the outcome of the investigation,
he said.
Other club members

Rites Today
In Chapel

Services
Thursday

subpoenaed include
President Bernie Bartholome, Doug Bartholome, Ed O'Neil, Bob
Services for William
Services for Floyd M.
Hicks and Charles Ansi- (Poss)Siuguid, 75, Rt. 8, Gupton, Rt. 1, Murray,
inger, Koressel said.
Murray, will be Thursday were today at 2 p.m. in
None of those members at 10:30 a.m. with Dr. chapel of Blalockcould be contacted. Ber- David C. Roos officiating. Coleman Funeral Home
nie Bartholome's wife, The place will be an- with the Rev. Wayne
contacted at home, said nounced later. Burial will Carter and the Rev.
the entire episode has follow in Murray City Stephen Cobb officiating.
upset her husband, who Cemetery.
Music was by West Fork
has chosen "not to talk to
Friends may call at Baptist Church Choir,
Max Churchill Funeral directed by Billy
anybody."
The broadcast report Home after 6 p.m. Buchanan with Brenda
indicated the person who Wednesday.
Wyatt as pianist.
Diuguid, 75, was proconfessed to the fire sufBurial was in the West
fered burns in the blaze. nounced dead on arrival Fork Cemetery.
Koressel, however, said at Lourdes Hospital,
Gupton, 72, died Sunhe did not see any club Paducah, Monday at 2 day at 10:04 a.m. at
members with burns p.m. He had been a pa- Lourdes Hospital,
when they gathered for a tient at Life Care Center, Paducah.
game a few weeks after Paducah, for about two
months.
the incident.
The Calloway man was
a retired employee of
Murray Water and Sewer
Services for Mag Scott,
System, was a member of
controller work force.
First Christian Church, 100, Rt. 1, Sedalia, were
Board sources who ask- and was a veteran of today at 2 p.m. in the
ed not to be identified World War II. Born Sept. chapel of Byrn Funeral
said the study concluded 14, 1906, in Calloway Home, Mayfield, with
that:
County, he was the son of Gerald Baker officiating.
—The number of unsafe the late Beckham Burial was in Lebanon
incidents, including Diuguid and Effie Black Church of Christ Cemetry
reports of aircraft near Diuguid.
near Sedalia.
misses, has declined
The deceased died
Survivors include a
since the strike.
brother, James Alfred Saturday at 7:14 p.m. at
Diuguid, Sarasota, Fla., Murray-Calloway County
and a niece, Mrs. William Hospital. She was the
(Alice) Wilkinson, widow of Vode Scott.
• Survivors include two
Livonia, Mich.
sons, Rupert Scott,
Sedalia, and Robert
Scott, Mayfield; a sister,
•
Gertie Tribble, Mayfield;
the investigation was
seven grandchildren; 14
completed.
Services for Monnie great-grandchildren; and
The investigators said
the victim, Kenji Urada, Miller Hughes, wife of two great-greatstepped across a safety John Kelly Hughes, 1313 grandchildren.
barrier and inadvertently Lynnwood Drive,
triggered the robot, Mayfield, will be Wedneswhose arm stabbed him day at 10:30 a.m. in
in the back.
chapel of Roberts
The report concluded Funeral Home, Mayfield,
Services for Natalie
that Urada was guilty of with John Hoover of- Harrisontwo-month-old
carelessness but said ficiating. Burial will daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
safety measures in the follow in Wadesboro Brian Harrison of Farmplant were inadequate, Cemetery in Marshall ington, were today at 3
according to Hiroshi County.
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Goto, chief of the local
The deceased, 76, died Funeral Home, Mayr?.1d,
labor standards bureau.
Sunday at 4:45 p.m. at with the Rev. Harry
Community Hospital, Yates officiating.
Mayfield. She was a
Burial was in Farmmember of Seventh and ington Cemetery.
College Church of Christ
.. 4.00
The little girl died SunIndustrial Average
and
a retired supervisor day at 4:10 a.m.at Norton
37'. -4
Air Pr-oducts
of Andover Clothing Com- Children's Hospital,
24 +4
American Motors . .
544 -4
Ashland
pany, Mayfield. Born Louisville. '
5117
.
-4
American Telephone
34 -4
Feb. 6, 1905, she was the
Chrysler
Survivors include her
1844 unc
Ford
daughter of the late Gwen parents; her grand134 -41
G.A.F. ... ... .
2444 -4
General Dynamics
C. Miller and Elizabeth parents, Mr. and Mrs.
37 -4
General Motors
Peel Miller.
244 -4
General Tire
Avery Harrison,
204 -4
Goodrich . .. ...
Survivors include her Mayfield, and Mr. arid
HP. -4
Goodyear
Gulf Oil ..
... ....... , ..... 37 -4
husband; a son, Charles Mrs. Alfred Delk, Farm35 -4
Heublein
Miller Hughes, Spar- ington; great534 -4
I.B.M
204B 21A
Jerico
tanburg,
S. C.; two grandmothers, Virginia
15T1 -4
Kmart
brothers, Houston Miller, Drew, Mayfield, Mrs.
28 -4
Penwatt
364
. +4
Quaker Oats
Murray, and Clifton Delmer Page, Michigan,
344 -4
Tetaco
494
Al
Tobacco
..
U.S.
Miller, Mayfield; several and Mrs. Allie Morris,
. 13% -4
Wendy's....
nieces and nephews.
Clinton.

Mag Scott's
Rites Today

Air Traffic Safety Maintained Despite Strike
WASHINGTON (AP)—
Independent federal investigators have concluded that air safety has
been substantially maintained despite the firing
of 11,500 air traffic controllers after their illegal
strike last August,
sources say.

investigates airline
crashes and other
transportation accidents.
It ordered the special examination of the air traffic control system last
August when striking
controllers charged the
airways were unsafe
because of the reduced

ment on whether air
travel is safer now than
before the strike, but
presents a number of
facts disputing claims
that safety has been
jeopardized, sources
said.
The safety board is an
independent agency that

The findings by a
special 16-member task
force were to be
presented to the National
Transportation Safety
Board today for final approval.
The report, prepared
by the board's staff,
makes no direct judg-

pro+

Factory Worker
Stabbed By Robot

A90

COLOR
(-JtO It'sCOMPUTER
a Great Video Game Plus!

TOKYO (AP) — A 37year -old factory
mairitenance worker was
stabbed to death by a
robot that suddenly
started up and pinned
him against another
machine, a government
report said today.
It was the first recorded fatality blamed on one
of the approximately
70,000 robots in use in
Japanese industrial
plants.
The accident occurred
at the Kawasaki Heavy
Industries in Tokyo last
July, but it was kept
secret until today, after

AN

4K Color
Computer

e•

$399
• Enjoy Fast-Action
Video Games
• Uses Over 20
Instant Loading
Program Paks
• Eight Vivid Colors
With Sound Effects
• Attaches to Any
TV (not included)

tonsoux,

Hog Market

The versatile TRS40 Color Computer is an ideal
Christmas gift. It's entertaining, educational, and fully
expandable. And it's not just for fun and games—you can
plan a budget, teach your kids math, learn to program
and much morel See it today!

Rath.lhaek
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Federal-State Market News Service
December 1,1111
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 763 Est. 650 Barrows & Gilts
50 to .75 lower Sows 1,00-1.50 lower
...640.25-40.75
US 1-2 210-2401bs.
59.5040.50
200-210 lbs
$40.00-40 50
US 2216-250 lbs.
p9.16-4016
US 2-3 250-270 lbe
Sows
p9.00-31.50
270-350
Ihs
US 1-2
plion.00
LIS 1-3 300-450 Me
031.00-32.00
US 1-3450-500 Its
0320043.50
US 145004501W
few 34.00
$0.00-31.00
304600
lbs
2-3
US
Boars 5.00-2100

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK
COMPUTER CENTER, STORE,
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES ANr

Harrison
Rites Today

Stock Market

SAV .

SAVE-SAVE! SAVE

You Can Tell By The
D&T
Total.On The Tape D & T
Warehouse Is The Lowest In Town
Prices Good 12-8 through 12-14
Food

Dr. Woodfin Hutson
Announces The Association Of

ITV

Dr. Wm. Brent Wortham
For The Practice of General Dentistry
Hours By Appointment

Lynn rove
Large

Field Chicken

Wieners

Phone: 753-2722

Field Pro Leaguer 12 oz.98`

Potatoes
78
3 Lb. Onions 78'

•A •

Parkay
t1

Mar
1 Lb

Crackers

6

1 Lb.
Town House 12 Oz.99°

Coke
Sprite Tab or
Mello Yell°

LeFever Rites
Wednesday
Services for Vt aylon
LeFever, 61, Hazel, will
be Wednesday at 11 a.m.
in LeDon Chapel,
Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn. Burial will
follow in Bethel
Cemetery.
LeFever died Sunday
at his home. He was a
retired employee of International Harvester.
Survivors include his
wife, Peggy LeFever; a
daughter, Linda Everett,
South Elgin, Ill.; two
sons, Gary and Sam
LeFever, Clarksville,
Tenn.; five sisters, Verna
Eyman, Sparks, Nev.,
Dorothy Mock and
Ranice Manier, Springville, Tenn., Eula
Kimbro and Mary Lou
Flippo, Paris, Tenn.; a
brother, Willard
LeFever, Paris, Tenn.

Coach Dies
Monday
Services for Fred
Jackson Gamlin, Sr., 42,
will be at 2 p.m. Wednesday in the gymnasium of
Henry County High
School, Paris,Tenn., with
burial to follow in Mt.
Zion Cemetery near
Buchanan,Tenn.
Gamlin, basketball
coach at Henry County
High School, died Monday due to an apparent
heart attack. Born in
Buchanan, he was a
graduate with a master's
degree from Murray
State University. He
began his coaching
career in 1961 at Big Sandy High School, coached
for one year at Martin
High School before
becoming head coach at
Union City High School.
In 1973, Gamlin came to
Henry County High
School where he led the
team to three straight
district titles in 1973-75.
Survivors include
wife, Faye Williams
Gamlin; his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn Gamlin,
Buchanan; two sons,
Fred J. Gamlin, Jr.,
Houston, Texas, and Jan
Glenn Gamlin, Paris,
Tenn.; a sister, Wanda
Hagge, Clarksville, Tenn.
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Then you must NOT be CHECKING with HOME FEDERAL!

6`

dr4

Our CHECKING ACCOUNT is the Best in town because it offers you —
1 4% interest paid monthly
1. 5/
2. No monthly service charge
3. No minimum balance requirement

Turner Party Dip 8 Oz.3 For $1.00

Nabisco or Zesta

Professional Building
Murray, Kentucky 204 South 5th

Services for Tina Alice
Sills,64, Evansville, Ind.,
were today at 10:30 a.m.
at LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn. Burial was
in Walker Cemetery.
The deceased died Sunday at Deaconess
Hospital, Evansville.
Survivors include her
husband, Ila Sills; a
daughter, Doris Marie
Brown, Hayesville, N. C.;
two sons, Ralph Lee Sills,
Livermore, Cal., and
Cecil Dale Sills,
Evansville, Ind.; two
brothers, George Robinson, Hazel, and Leon
Robinson, Lodi, Cal.

aced904, eteedafr.dteLp

Doz

20 Lb

Hughes Rites
Wednesday

Sills Rites
Today

Morton House

It's that simple and that good!

Beef Stew
• '$1 29

WHY WAIT ANY LONGER?
Do It Now! Check with us today!
Six-Month
MOKYMARKET

24 oz.

6 Poc,
" TO Oz.
Plus
Deposit

CERTIFICATE

u

0Yol"
90( .""""4"..'"""""

Faders' ropoff.fo• flofverfo•
mootiol ofoolty for •orfy
wiffbihorwel lows certifies's,

444

Nvaif
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SAVINGS AND I.O*1 ASSOCIATION

79
RIF ST

1201 Main, Murray, Ky.

• tau tama
LENDER

i!n"cov

759-1630 .

ESEK
View Trap& Tr

•To• ••••••• row.•• TO=

442.91,
"
dome Office 1601 Broadway rho

At/All ADI

